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A high speed motion neutron radiography system has been developed

at Oregon State University which is capable of taking high speed

neutron radiographs of events which occur on the order of one to two

milliseconds or more. This system was used previously to demonstrate

the application of high speed motion neutron radiography techniques to

two phase flow and to the burning of solid propellants. Results of

this effort showed the burning patterns and relative distributions of

the propellant and gases during the burning of these propellants. This

system has been modified and the techniques adapted and further

developed for the investigation of similar phenomena which occur with

the burning of liquid propellants. The purpose of this thesis is to

demonstrate the feasibility of using the new system and techniques for

the investigation of liquid streams which were used to simulate the

injection of liquid propellants into a pressurized steel chamber.

Examples of the application of these new techniques to liquid streams

injected into an unpressurized steel chamber are presented.

The high speed system is capable of taking neutron radiography

movies at frame rates up to about 11,000 frames per second, although



about 5000 frames per second proved to be adequate for liquid streams.

In order to use the high speed system for liquid streams several

modifications and improvements were investigated, especially with

regards to the synchronization method. A new fission probe method was

developed which provided 100% reliability in the synchronization of

events (over four orders of magnitude in time are covered) as compared

with the 50% rate experienced with the previous time delay method.

Other modifications include an improved method of masking of the

object/event, an improved imaging system including a new image

intensifier, new scintillator screens, and a new fiber optics coupling,

and several methods of neutron flux enhancement. With the new system

and techniques the position, distribution, and relative motion and

sizes of liquid streams injected into a steel pipe or chamber could be

measured. When applied to burning liquid propellants the distribution

of the liquid and gas phases of the propellant could be determined.

Applications of the current Oregon State University High Speed

Motion Neutron Radiography Facility include the investigation of the

flow dispersion patterns of liquid streams due to flow blockages or

disruption objects; the investigation of diesel fuel injection

mechanisms; and the investigation of a wide range of two phase flow

situations, with particular emphasis on nuclear reactor related

phenomena such as boiling boundaries, quench front motion, and boiling

regimes.
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APPLICATION OF HIGH SPEED MOTION NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES TO

LIQUID STREAMS INJECTED INTO A PRESSURIZED STEEL CHAMBER

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Neutron radiography, which produces a picture similar in

appearance to one by X-radiography, has been under development since

the early work of Kallman and Kuhn (1,2) in 1935 to 1939. Although

others performed experimental neutron radiography after that time (3),

it was not until the late 1950's and 1960's that development of

adequate neutron sources (particularly nuclear reactors) led to the

significant application of neutron radiography in research and industry

(4). In the last few years several publications have discussed the

general principles, techniques, and various applications of the three

major types of neutron radiography: static (4-11); pulsed (12); and

high speed motion (13-16). These three types of radiography are

described in detail in the next section. Presently, neutron radi-

ography is being used in many industries for nondestructive testing and

examination of suitable materials, and in research institutes for

scientific research.

As with many other aspects of industrialization and research,

neutron radiography has become a field of such importance that

certification and standards services have been created. These services

are provided and directed by professional societies such as the

American Society for Testing and Materials and the American Society for
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Nondestructive Testing. For example, an Image Quality Indicator (IQI),

consisting of a Beam Purity Indicator and four types of sensitivity

indicators, has been developed and accepted for comparing neutron

radiography beams from different facilities (17,18). This standard,

shown in Figure 1.1, can be used for determining the various neutron

energy and gamma contamination components of the neutron beam, and also

provides a means of measuring and reporting the neutron beam purity and

image quality in a standardized and accepted manner. These societies

also sponsor conferences and publications in the areas of neutron

radiography and other nondestructive testing methods in support of

research and development.
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1.2 GENERAL NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

Neutron radiography is a process, similar to X-radiography or

light photography, whereby pictures of the internal structure of an

object or event are taken by utilizing neutrons as the source of

information about the object or event. Whereas ordinary photographs

are taken by having light reflect off the object, thereby giving a

surface image picture, radiographs (X, gamma or neutron) are made by

passing the appropriate type of radiation through the object and

imaging the modulated transmitted radiation beam. The radiograph

should reveal details about the materials inside the object. In this

way neutron radiography is quite similar to X-radiography. However,

there are some basic differences in these types of radiography which

can make these processes complementary tools in both research and

industrial applications.

The general radiographic process is shown in Figure 1.2. A

uniform radiation beam passes through the object which spatially

modulates the beam due to the different interaction coefficients of the

elements comprising the object. The transmitted beam then impinges on

the imaging system represented by the imaging plane in the figure. The

major differences between the types of radiography, are: (a) the

radiation beam; (b) the radiation source; (c) the interactions between

the radiations and the chemical or isotopic composition of the object;

and (d) the imaging techniques. The first two differences are obvious:

neutron radiography requires neutrons from a neutron source,

X-radiography requires X-rays from an X-ray source, and gamma radi-
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ography requires gamma rays from a gamma ray source. The second two

differences are due to the different manner of radiation-matter

interactions exhibited by the three radiation types.

X-rays and gamma rays (photons) are ionizing electromagnetic

radiation, that is, radiation which interacts with the electron cloud

of atoms. Therefore, the interaction coefficient (mass absorption

coefficient) for a monoenergetic photon beam increases with increasing

atomic number. This coefficient relates the amount of radiation-matter

interaction to the thickness of a target sample, and is a smoothly

increasing function for X-rays as shown by the line in Figure 1.3.

Since gamma rays interact by the same mechanism as X-rays, the

coefficient for gamma rays exhibits the same characteristics as the

coefficient for X-rays. Neutron interactions in neutron radiographic

applications, however, are the result of nuclear forces only. The

interaction coefficient for neutrons, made up of elastic and inelastic

scattering and the various types of absorption probabilities, relates

the amount of neutron interaction to the thickness of a target sample.

This coefficient is dependent upon such factors as neutron energy,

nuclear spin states, neutron/proton ratio, atomic number, and several

other nuclear and quantum mechanical phenomena, with the overall effect

that the coefficient for neutrons does not vary regularly with atomic

number, as it does with photons. This is also shown in Figure 1.3, in

which the scattered dots represent the coefficient for neutrons.

What Figure 1.3 shows, then, is that, for an object which contains

certain elements which are physically separate components, neutron

radiographic techniques may produce a picture otherwise unobtainable
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with X-radiography, and vice-versa. For example, an X-ray would show a

steel pin in a hip socket due to the large difference in mass

attenuation coefficient for hydrogen (most of the body), calcium (the

bones), and iron (the steel pin). A neutron radiograph of the same

situation, however, would not show anything, as the hydrogen covering

(the skin and muscle tissue) would hide the interior elements, due to

the large neutron interaction coefficient (cross section) of the

hydrogen. A neutron radiograph of a steel chamber which contained air

bubbles in water could show quite a bit of detail, depending upon the

skill of the radiographer, but an X-radiograph of the same system would

show very little due to the large interaction coefficient of the X-rays

with iron. As an additional example, consider the case of different

isotopes of the same element as a part of an object. Since the X-rays

interact with the electron cloud of the atom, different isotopes can

not be distinguished by X-radiography. With neutron radiography,

however, the different neutron interaction cross sections of the

isotopes allow for significant image differentiation, such as with

U-235 and U-238. This difference in capabilities is one of the major

reasons for the continued development and increasing scope of

applicability of neutron radiographic techniques.

While many types of direct exposure X-ray films are available,

there are not any direct exposure neutron imaging films available which

are suitable for neutron radiography. This is because neutrons do not

interact significantly with regular photographic or X-ray film

materials. It is therefore necessary to have a more elaborate imaging

system for neutron radiography than for X-radiography. This imaging
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system for conversion of the transmitted modulated neutron beam into

electromagnetic radiation for film exposure will depend upon the type

of neutron radiography (static, pulsed or high speed motion) being

performed, and upon the specific system requirements of the type for

image quality and resolution.

In general, the three major types of neutron radiography are:

(a)Static: the neutron source is at a constant strength,
such as a nuclear reactor operated at a constant power level;
the object is stationary; the imaging system is a converter
foil which converts the neutron image into a recordable
ionizing radiation image on a high resolution X-ray film of
some type; a single picture is produced which may have needed
several minutes of exposure time, depending upon the reactor
power level, the type of film, the composition of the object,
and other factors.

(b)Pulsed: the neutron source is a pulsed neutron generator
or a nuclear reactor which has the capability of pulsing from
a low neutron level to an extremely high one and returning to
a low level in a matter of milliseconds. The reactor is
operated in the pulsing mode; the object is stationary or
slowly moving; the imaging system is a neutron converter foil
with appropriate X-ray film or other suitable imaging method;
a single picture is produced with an exposure time on the
order of ten milliseconds.

(c)High Speed Motion: the neutron source is again a reactor
with pulsing capability, operated in the pulsing mode; the
object can be stationary, slowly moving, quickly moving, or
continuous motion, limited by the speed of the high speed
camera and imaging system; the imaging system consists of a
scintillator screen (for conversion of the neutron beam to
light), an image intensifier (which intensifies the light
output of the scintillator screen), and a high speed camera
(for recording the intensified light output of the
scintillator screen). Several pictures are produced, with
the exact number and exposure time per picture depending upon
the speed of the camera and the characteristics of the
neutron pulse. In high speed motion neutron radiography the
neutron exposure changes for each frame during the neutron
pulse.

Most static, pulsed, and high speed motion neutron radiography

imaging methods can be viewed as integrating methods. The image formed
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is a result of the total neutron exposure which is a controllable

quantity. With the direct exposure imaging method (described below)

for static radiography the image can be enhanced by adjusting the

length of the exposure time or the neutron flux level to meet that

required by the composition of the object. With the indirect exposure

or "transfer" method (also described below) for static radiography,

however, the image is due to the neutron activation of the converter

foil and is therefore a flux dependent method rather than an

integrating method. With this method no image is possible if the

neutron level is too low no matter how long an exposure time is used.

The pulsed and high speed motion neutron radiography imaging methods

are time limited integrating methods due to the time behavior of the

neutron pulse and the motion of the events. While the pulse height and

width, and therefore total neutron exposure, can be varied for these

two, the time limitation for imaging requires that the power reach very

high levels for most applications. Significant image enhancement can

sometimes be achieved by equipment improvements or object manipulations

such as changing the object thickness or doping parts with higher cross

section materials.

The system requirements for neutron radiography vary with the

specific type of radiography discussed above, but there are some

general requirements common to all three types. These requirements

include:

(a) neutron source;
(b) a method of collimation of the neutron beam;
(c) an object or event and an appropriate exposure time;
(d) an imaging method;
(e) and adequate shielding.
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These requirements are shown in Figure 1.4 which is a schematic

representation of the neutron radiographic process.

The source of thermal neutrons can be a radioisotopic neutron

source, an accelerator or neutron genertor, a neutron emitting spon-

taneously fissionable nuclide, or a nuclear reactor core. Most neutron

radiography is done with a thermal neutron beam, although some fast,

epithermal, and cold neutron radiographies have been performed.

Isotopic sources are usually small enough to appear to be a point

source, a desirable for high resolution capability. However,

accelerators, neutron generators and radioisotopic sources usually

produce fast neutrons and therefore require some sort of moderator for

neutron thermalization and a collimator for neutron beam handling and

usage. The method of collimation of the neutron beam is usually a long

tube containing a block or series of blocks of material with high

neutron interaction cross sections which remove unwanted portions of

the neutron beam. A hole in the block(s) permits the source to appear

to be a point source of neutrons.

Neutron radiography work can be performed with the Oregon State

University TRIGA Reactor (OSTR) due to the presence of beam port tubes

in the reactor structure and shielding. These beam ports are basically

holes in the reactor tank, concrete, and other shields which allow

neutrons to leave the core. Some of the neutrons can then be utilized

in the neutron radiographic process. The configuration of the four

beam port tubes in the OSTR is shown in Figure 1.5 (19). Three of

these tubes (#1, #2 and #4) are oriented radially to the core while the

remaining port (#3) is oriented tangentially to the core.
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Figure 1.4. General Neutron Radiographic Process.
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The object or event to be radiographed must be one which is not

only suitable for neutron radiography, but also suitable for the type

of radiography. For example, stationary objects can be neutron radi-

ographed by any of the three types providing that the physical size and

composition are compatible with the specific radiographic system.

However, some objects which are too thick for pulsed or high speed

motion radiography, due to the limited total neutron exposure

achievable during a pulse, can be successfully radiographed by static

radiography. Slow motion events, such as air bubbling through water or

other phenomena in which the total state of the components can change

significantly but not quickly on a time scale of a few milliseconds,

may be suitable for high speed motion radiography as well as pulsed

radiography. However, events which take only milliseconds to occur can

not be successfully radiographed except by the high speed techniques.

With the systems described herein neutron radiographs have been taken

of events which occur in ten milliseconds or less, such as the burning

of gunpowder or the injecting of a limited amount of certain liquids

into a steel chamber.

There are several different methods available for neutron image to

recordable image conversion. These methods can be classified into two

basic types: isotopic neutron converter foils and neutron scintil-

lation screens, as shown in Figure 1.6 (15). The first, shown in

Figure 1.6 (a), is a direct exposure method in which an isotopic foil

such as a gadolinium foil is in direct contact with the film during the

irradiation (exposure to neutrons). The foil converts the incident

neutron beam into electromagnetic radiation in the form of conversion
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electrons which expose the X-ray film.

An important factor in the choice of imaging methods is the gamma

sensitivity of the film and the amount of gamma radiation, intrinsic to

the neutron beam from the source or generated by the object itself (if

it is radioactive), present during the irradiation. If this might be a

problem, the indirect exposure (transfer) method shown in Figure 1.6

(b) might be used. In this method the film is not in contact with the

foil until after the irradiation, thereby bypassing the high gamma

radiation field associated with the reactor core and a radial beam port

such as the static neutron radiography port #1 at OSU. The foil must

be sufficiently activated during the irradiation such that the ionizing

radiation from the foil will produce an adequate image on the film up

to several minutes after irradiation. Foils suitable for this type of

imaging include indium, europium, and dysprosium, but not gadolinium.

This transfer method can also be used to avoid problems with high

temperatures which could affect the film. The high gamma field could

also be greatly avoided, at OSU, by using pulsed radiography in the

tangential beam port (#3), as the shielding is such that the gamma rays

present at the film would probably have undergone several scatterings

in order to reach the film, thereby reducing their energy and lessening

the problem.

An alternative to foils for the image conversion is the neutron

scintillation screen (scintillator). The scintillator is a device

which absorbs neutrons and gives off light (the scintillation) of a

characteristic wavelength. The scintillator can be used in either of

two orientations as shown in Figure 1.6 (c). With the reflection
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orientation it is possible to use a scintillator up to the same size as

the film (if one can be constructed or otherwise obtained). The

photographic film should be chosen such that it is quite sensitive to

the wavelength of the scintillation light as there is no amplification

of the light as with high speed motion neutron radiography. Since the

total neutron exposure, and therefore the total light output, is

limited with this method in pulsed radiography, it may be that the

light signal density might be too small for image recording on the

film. This method can be used with static radiography, however, due to

the integrating nature of this process. The image on the film can be

enhanced by increasing the total light output of the scintillator

through increasing the length of the neutron exposure.

The transmission orientation for scintillators shown in Figure 1.6

(c) is used in conjunction with an image intensifier for high speed

motion neutron radiography work. The fast motion of the event requires

high speed photography, on the order of 1000 to 10,000 frames per

second, which in turn limits the amount of light exposure per frame.

Since the motion would not be seen by using static radiography, the

light output of the scintillator must be sufficiently amplified by a

device, the image intensifier, such that each frame on the film

receives a light signal density adequate for imaging and interpre-

tation. A minimum signal density of 5 X 109 signals/cm2-s from the

scintillator screen (49), calculated for the high speed camera operated

at 10,000 frames per second, is required for adequate imaging on the

film.
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1.3 REVIEW OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

In 1932 Chadwick (21) demonstrated the existance of the neutron as

an independent particle. Kallman and Kuhn (1,2), later in that decade,

and Peter (22) in the next, used neutrons for radiography as a method

of nondestructive testing. The early neutron sources--weak isotopic

sources and accelerators--were a limiting factor in the development and

expansion of usage of neutron radiography until the advent of nuclear

reactors as the neutron source. In 1956 Thewlis (3) and Thewlis and

Derbyshire (23) began using a nuclear reactor as a prolific and abun-

dant source of neutrons in an effort to further develop neutron radi-

ography as a tool to complement the capabilities that existed with

X-radiography and gamma radiography.

In the years since this time the field of neutron radiography has

expanded, being limited only by the creativity and imagination of the

people in the field. The development of better neutron sources and

techniques has led to the application of neutron radiography in diverse

areas from biology and medicine (24-27) to nondestructive examinations

in industries. Industrial applications include the detection of

hydrocarbon propellants (15,28) and explosives (29) inside ordnance

devices; the pre-, interim, and post-irradiation inspection of nuclear

fuels with respect to flaws, enrichments, isotopic distributions,

defects, cladding integrity and hydride embrittlement (30-35) and

dimensional changes (36); the inspection of control rods and welds (7);

the study of two phase flow (37); and many others. In addition,

special techniques which supplement these applications are under
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continual development, such as the use of neutrons of the other various

energy ranges--i.e., very low (cold), epithermal, and fast in contrast

to thermal--for increased object penetration or contrast enhancement

(38-43), and new imaging methods which use electronic (44) or track-

etch techniques (45,46).

Other special techniques under development include the use of

neutron radiography in a pulsed or in a high speed motion system for

the study of dynamic events. Berger (44), using a scintillator-image

intensifier detection device and a television viewing screen, developed

a real time imaging system for neutron radiography. Stationary objects

and dynamic motion up to about eight cm/s could be observed with the

dynamic sensitivity limitation of the system. Pulsed neutron radi-

ography, which stops the event at one stage in the motion, has been

developed for use in two phase flow studies (12,47) and for other slow

motion events.

For detailed analysis of high speed dynamic events which occur on

the order of milliseconds, however, a high speed system is required

such as the one developed at Oregon State University by A. H. Robinson

and C. R. Porter and completed by A. H. Robinson, R. H. Bossi, and J.

P. Barton (13,14). Rather than a single picture as with pulsed

radiography, the OSU high speed system produces a motion picture of a

dynamic event. Hence, the technique is called "High Speed Motion

Neutron Radiography." This system utilizes a TRIGA reactor with

pulsing capability for a neutron source, a scintillator and image

intensifier similar to the television system mentioned above, and a

high speed camera for recording the image over the length of the pulse.
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Each frame of the film then contains a different stage of the event,

allowing for detailed analysis of the time dependent behavior of the

event. The feasibility of similar systems has been investigated by

Sandia Laboratories and the U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

based on the work performed at OSU. Recently, the U. S. Department of

Defense has sponsored additional research with the high speed system at

OSU.
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1.4 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK AT OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

Previous neutron radiographic work at Oregon State University has

been quite extensive, utilizing both the static (beam port #1) and the

pulsed/high speed motion (beam port #3) neutron radiography facilities

developed by A. H. Robinson and co-workers. Several other thesis

research projects have been done at OSU utilizing these facilities,

including work by C. R. Porter (20), R. H. Bossi (15), C. T. Oien (11),

and S. K. L. Wang (12), as well as work resulting in several technical

papers by A. H. Robinson, J. P. Barton, and combinations of the above

researchers (13,14,16,28,48,49). Developmental work has also been done

in conjunction with the U. S. Department of Defense.

Topics which have been investigated at OSU include the burning

patterns of gunpowder (15), two phase flow (12,15), the development of

the high speed motion neutron radiography technique (13-15), and the

feasibility of neutron radiography applied to fast reactor fuel pin

assemblies (11).
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1.5 SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

The scope of this study includes the design, development, and

operation of a system for obtaining high speed motion neutron radio-

graphs of liquid streams injected into a pressurized or unpressurized

steel chamber. This system is capable of taking high speed motion

neutron radiographs of events which occur on the order of milliseconds

as well as radiographs of continuous liquid stream injection into a

steel chamber. Radiographs of static objects can also be done with the

system.

One aspect of this project involved the construction of a series

of LiF-ZnS(Ag) scintillators which could be used with this system, as

scintillators of the correct size, shape, and response characteristics

could be built easily and inexpensively at OSU. While commercial

scintillators are available, they are generally designed for static

neutron radiography applications and do not have the response charac-

teristics necessary for high speed motion applications. The ability to

build scintillators as needed has added to the flexability and

reliability of the high speed system. Other aspects involved the

investigation of changes to and improvements of the high speed motion

neutron radiography system such as the replacement of the image

intensifier, an additional fiber optic coupling for some potential

applications, and better timing and synchronization methods.

Results show the application of high speed motion neutron

radiographic techniques to liquid streams injected into a steel

chamber. This liquid stream injection was designed to simulate a
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liquid propellant injection into a small arms test fixture. The actual

test fixture was later successfully radiographed, in conjunction with

the U. S. Department of Defense, using the techniques developed for the

liquid streams application. Results of this application cannot be

presented due to the sensitive nature of the details of the ballistic

cycle of liquid propellants. Other potential applications of the

techniques described herein are presented however.
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II. SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

The requirement for a neutron source for neutron radiography can

be fulfilled by an intense radioisotopic neutron source such as Sb-Be

(50), by a neutron emitting spontaneously fissionable neutron source

such as californium-252, by an accelerator, or by a nuclear reactor

core. The radioisotopic sources have the advantage of being portable,

but also have the disadvantage of being relatively weak (especially

compared to a research reactor such as the OSU TRIGA), requiring long

exposures for usage. The more common radioisotopic sources and their

associated neutron producing reactions are listed in Table 2.1. The

californium-252 source has been the subject of extensive research for

application as a portable neutron source for neutron radiography

(51-57). Some of the neutron producing reactions for accelerators and

neutron generators which have been used for neutron radiography (58-61)

are also listed in Table 2.1. While the accelerator is a portable and

comparatively inexpensive source, the best source of thermal neutrons

for neutron radiography is a nuclear reactor which can operate at

various high and low neutron levels, thereby permitting more flexabil-

ity and versatility in usage. Since electric power generating reactors

are not designed for experiments, this leaves experimental research

reactors for further discussion as a neutron source for neutron

radiography.

Experimental research reactors have been designed and built which
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TABLE 2.1. NEUTRON PRODUCING REACTIONS FOR RADIOISOTOPIC SOURCES,
ACCELERATORS, AND NEUTRON GENERATORS.

Radioisotopic Source Reaction

insb -Be

210 Po-Be

239Pu-Be

241 Am-Be

242 Cm-Be

252cf

(Y,n)

(a,n)

(a,n)

(a,n)

(a,n)

(sf)

Reactions for Accelerators and Neutron Generators

2H(d,n)3He

3H(d,n)4He

9Be(d,n)1°B
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are capable of steady state operation with a core neutron level of up

to about 10 13 n/cm2-s for static radiography. Some reactors are even

capable of pulsing from a low core neutron level to an extremely high

neutron level (about 10 17 n/cm2-s) for a very short period of time for

pulsed and high speed motion neutron radiography. In addition, these

reactors need to have a beam port, that is, a pathway for the neutrons

to leave the core and reach the object area so that they can be used

for radiography. The General Atomic TRIGA Mark II reactor (TRIGA) at

Oregon State University is such a reactor. This TRIGA has a Mark III

type core for additional versatility of operation. Discussion about

the operating modes of the TRIGA can be found in Chapter 3. Having

chosen the OSU TRIGA reactor as the neutron source for the rest of this

discussion, further requirements will be examined in relation to it.

In light photography, the light image from the object can be

focused onto the film, thereby making use of a large amount of

information about the object. With neutron radiography, however, the

neutrons can not be focused. Since a nearly parallel or a slightly

divergent beam is desired for the best resolution of the image, the

neutrons which are not travelling in the desired direction are removed

from the beam by a collimator or series of collimators. The collimator

is a block of material or materials which absorb or scatter the various

components of the neutron beam (fast, epithermal, or thermal), thereby

removing those neutrons from the beam. The collimator has a hole of

the size and shape required for the system design. At OSU, the

collimation in beam port #1 is achieved by a small hole in the

collimator which makes the neutron source appear to be a point source.
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In beam port #3, however, masking collimators are used which remove

those portions of the beam which are not travelling in the desired

direction. The collimators for beam port #3 are shown in Figure 2.1.

Although the specific imaging method depends greatly upon the type

of neutron radiography being performed, the general requirements are as

follows:

(a) a means of converting the transmitted spatially modulated
neutron beam from the object/event into an ionizing radiation
beam which can be recorded on some type of film;

(b) an appropriate type of film for recording the image;

(c) and the ability to control the exposure of the film.

The neutron image to an ionizing radiation image conversion is

usually achieved by the use of an isotopic converter foil or a neutron

scintillation screen (neutron scintillator). An isotopic converter

foil is a thin (typically 0.0025 cm) sheet of a material which has a

high neutron interaction cross section of the desired type. For

example, gadolinium has a high neutron interaction cross section for

the absorption of a neutron and release of an internal conversion

electron of about 70 keV (7) in its decay to its ground state. This

reaction makes a gadolinium foil especially well suited for the direct

exposure imaging method in which the foil and film are in direct

contact during the irradiation. However, since this reaction is almost

instantaneous with the absorption of the neutron, gadolinium foils can

not be used for the indirect exposure (transfer) method in which the

foil is irradiated in the beam with the object, and later transferred

into the presence of the film. An alternative to an isotopic foil is

that gadolinium could be vapor deposited on another material, thereby
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increasing the resolution possible. The conversion electrons are able

to travel through only a very small thickness of material, so that a

thick foil of gadolinium tends to suffer from self shielding.

A neutron scintillation screen is a device which converts a

neutron image to a light image. Such devices consist of a material

with a high neutron absorption cross section, such as lithium-6,

boron-10, or gadolinium, plus a scintillation material such as ZnS(Ag)

(silver activated zinc sulphide). This material is deposited in a thin

coating on a rigid supporting structure such as aluminum or glass. An

atom of the neutron absorption material, after a neutron absorption,

releases ionizing radiation (energetic particles in this case) which

stimulates the electrons in the scintillation material into giving off

energy in the form of light with a wavelength characteristic of the

material.

While they are not commonly used for routine neutron radiography,

two other imaging methods have been investigated. One of these methods

is the track-etch technique in which the neutron image is directly

recorded as radiation damage tracks in a dielectric material which is

subsequently etched with an appropriate chemical for the visual image

(45,46). This method is not widely used due to the high neutron

fluence necessary for an image ( 2 X 109 n /cm2), and low final

contrast. While other imaging methods produce generally better

radiographs except in an underwater environment, the track-etch method

is insensitive to the gamma imaging problem. The second method

involves thermoluminescent detectors (7,62). In this case, a neutron

absorber such as lithium-6 fluoride is placed in the beam, and the
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image is extracted as a light image by heating the LiF to 210 °C. This

method is not widely used because it is complex, requires a large

fluence (ft, 109 n/cm?), and additionally exhibits some potential

problems with film damage due to contact with the heated LiF.

The major film requirement for neutron radiography is that the

film must be adequately sensitive to the type and amount of ionizing

radiation produced by the foil or screen. High quality X-ray films can

be found which provide high resolution capability for static radiog-

raphy or fast response characteristics for pulsed radiography. In the

case of high speed motion neutron radiography, however, the light

signal density output from the scintillator screen is insufficient for

imaging on high speed photographic film. Therefore a device called an

image intensifier is used which amplifies the light signal from the

scintillator. The amount of light sensitivity required of the film is

thereby greatly reduced, and high speed photography films can be found

with adequate response characteristics which are compatible with the

image intensifier output.

The shielding at a research facility for neutron radiography

should be designed such that radiation exposure to personnel and

equipment is minimized, and personnel are protected, as much as

possible, from accidental exposure. The precautions taken at OSU

include shielding in the form of a concrete blockhouse designed to

limit radiation exposure to personnel, at the worst (highest dose) spot

on the outside of the blockhouse, to less than five millirem per hour

at contact whole body dose under operating conditions. Protective

clothing (lab coats), film badges, dosimeters, and portable radiation
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detectors are used for monitoring and for preventing unnecessary

radiation exposure. The induced neutron activation of the experimental

equipment and objects is usually short lived such that no detectable

radiation remains after a few weeks for the longest lived, and after

only hours or minutes for the shortest. In addition to the blockhouse,

beam port shutters are provided which allow safe access to the

experimental facilities while the reactor is operating. Some

experiments can even be done concurrently with other reactor uses.
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2.2 NEUTRON SOURCE AND COLLIMATION

The neutrons used for neutron radiography at OSU are produced in

the reactor core. They have a high average kinetic energy (about one

to two MeV) when produced by fission and are moderated (slowed down) to

thermal energy by the special zirconium-hydride mixture in the fuel

itself (see Chapter 3) and by the water in the core. The neutrons move

randomly about in the core, and some of them will have trajectories

such that their motion carries them down one of the four beam port

tubes. As the neutrons travel down the tube, they encounter the

collimator (as illustrated in Figure 2.1) and some are removed from the

beam. By the time the neutrons reach the object staging area of the

facility, the beam will be fairly parallel (actually slightly

divergent), if the collimation has been set up correctly.

The collimation requirements for static radiography will be

discussed separately from the requirements for pulsed and high speed

motion radiography, since the latter two have similar requirements. In

static radiography, the object is stationary, and the radiograph can be

taken over a short or long period of time, at a high or low neutron

level. This means that high resolution in the radiograph (discernable

details at 0.01 mm (4) or about 50 black and white line pairs per mm)

should be achieved by collimation, since the neutron beam intensity

removed by the collimation can be compensated by a long exposure time.

The neutron source (core) is made to nearly approximate a point source

of neutrons by having the length (L) of the tube that the neutrons must

travel to reach the object divided by the diameter (0) of the hole
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through which the neutrons must go in order to enter the tube (the

length to diameter ratio L/D) be a large number. The farther the

source is from the object, the more the unwanted components of the beam

will be removed from the beam. Also, a collimator with a small

diameter hole or a series of such collimators precisely aligned

contributes greatly to the removal of neutrons travelling in unwanted

directions. In other words, the larger the L/D ratio is, the more

parallel the neutron beam will be. The effect of the L/D ratio on the

resolution capability of the system is shown in Figure 2.2. A large

L/D, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (a), can result in a small false

imaging area on the film. A small L/D, however, can result in a

significant amount of false imaging as shown in Figure 2.2 (b).

As collimation removes neutrons from the beam, thereby lessening

the beam intensity, care must be taken to ensure that the beam from the

port is of usable intensity. The neutron flux 0 is proportional to the

inverse of the square of the L/D ratio, or:

1

(L/D)2
(2.1)

such that an increase in the length to diameter ratio by a factor of 10

leads to a decrease in the flux at the object by a factor of 100.

At OSU, static radiographs are taken routinely in beam port #1

which has an effective collimation length/diameter ratio which can be

varied from about 400:1 to about 100:1 as desired for resolution. This

variable ratio is due to a variable aperature which has a diameter of

0.25 inches (0.635 cm) at the smallest and 2.0 inches (5.08 cm) fully

open. The reactor thermal power level is usually one megawatt, and the
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time of exposure varies from a few seconds to several minutes,

depending upon the object and film. The thermal neutron flux measured

for this beam port, with a L/D of 100:1, was about 2.4 X 107 n/cm2-s

per MW for standard fuel and about 1.8 X 10 7 n/cn? -s per MW for FLIP

(Fuel Lifetime Improvement Program) fuel (11). Lower power levels are

sometimes used with correspondingly longer exposure times.

With the pulsing mode operation for pulsed and high speed motion

radiography, the total number of neutrons is limited by the size of the

pulse and the previous operating conditions of the reactor. The

collimation requirements of these types of radiography are correspond-

ingly more difficult to fulfill, and a trade off exists between the

desire for a high intensity neutron beam for high image density and the

necessity of a nearly parallel or slightly divergent neutron beam for

good image resolution. Instead of removing as much of the stray

neutrons from the beam as possible, some image sharpness has to be

sacrificed in order that the radiograph have enough exposure to form an

adequate image. Therefore, at OSU, pulsed and high speed motion

neutron radiography are routinely performed in beam port #3 with a

collimation L/D of about 30:1, which allows an adequate beam intensity

for radiography without too much loss of image sharpness. The actual

collimator has a rectangular opening which is 4.5 by 3.5 inches (11.4

by 8.9 cm). Further discussion on the design of collimators can be

found in the literature (63-65).
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2.3 OBJECTS AND EVENTS

An example of the type of objects which are suitable for neutron

radiography is shown in Figure 2.3 which is a static radiograph of four

live and blank munition rounds. These rounds contain extruded

gunpowder which exhibits a great amount of detail in the radiograph.

In Figure 2.4 (a), which is a static neutron radiograph of a flake type

gunpowder inside a steel barrel, there is not sufficient distinction

between flakes such that the only detail available is that the

propellant is present and slightly humped. This radiograph was taken

at OSU by Y. C. Gao and D. A. Tollefson. The important features of the

radiograph are shown in Figure 2.4 (b) which is a drawing of the

radiograph. Figure 2.5 (49) shows the cross sectional dimensions of

the barrel. Also, static neutron radiography can be used in the

nondestructive evaluation of both fresh and spent nuclear fuel rods for

the detection of imperfections, damage, and mistakes--such as cracks,

fractures, or wrong enrichments or fuel pellet type (66-68). Figure

2.6 is a neutron radiograph of fuel pins which were carefully

constructed to intentionally contain fuel pellets which exhibit some of

the above mentioned known defects. This radiograph was taken at OSU by

Y. C. Gao and A. H. Robinson (69).

Events which can be successfully radiographed using pulsed

radiography include the diffusion of one material through another, such

as air or vapor bubbles through water (light or heavy) while inside a

steel box (12), or the slow movement of an object such as a pencil

inside a steel casing swinging on a thread. The latter event was done



Figure 2.3. Static Neutron Radiograph of Four Small Arms Cartridges Showing Details of Their
Extruded Type Solid Propellant.
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Figure 2.4 (a). Static Neutron Radiograph of a Small Arms Cartridge
Containing Flake Type Solid Propellant.
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Figure 2.4 (b). Important Features of a Static Neutron Radiograph
of a Small Arms Cartridge Containing Flake Type
Solid Propellant.
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Figure 2.6. Static Neutron Radiograph of Nuclear Fuel Pins Containing
Intentional Defects.
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at OSU in order to estimate the amount of blurring which could occur

from the unexpected motion of a stationary object over the length of

the pulse. The recoil of a rifle barrel during the firing of

cartridges has also been observed by using pulsed radiography.

Events which can be radiographed with high speed motion neutron

radiography include those of pulsed radiography, although the active

area of the image is quite a bit less with the OSU system (only a 40 mm

diameter circle of the image intensifier compared to the full six by

four inch (10.2 by 15.25 cm) beam available for pulsed radiography),

and much more care is necessary for a successful high speed motion

radiograph. In addition, events which happen quickly, on the order of

one to ten milliseconds or more, can be radiographed, at least in part,

by the system available at OSU. Events of this nature include the

burning of gunpowder inside a steel barrel (15,49) and the injection of

a liquid stream into a steel pipe.
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2.4 NEUTRON CONVERTER FOILS AND SCINTILLATION SCREENS

While there are several types of high quality X-ray films and

numerous light photographic films available for countless applications,

there are no suitable direct imaging neutron films available for

neutron radiographic applications. Therefore, neutron converter foils

or neutron scintillator screens are used to convert the neutron image

into a recordable ionizing radiation image.

The nuclei in a neutron converter foil absorb a fraction of the

spatially modulated transmitted neutron image beam from the object and

release some form of ionizing radiation, usually gamma radiation and

beta radiation or conversion electrons. The gamma rays will not

interact greatly with the imaging materials of the X-ray film because

the their high energy and the correspondingly low interaction

coefficients of the materials. However, sufficiently long exposures

will produce a gamma image from the converter foil neutron absorption

process. The electrons from the absorption process will strongly

interact with the imaging materials, providing that the direction of

motion of the electron as it is ejected from the nucleus is towards the

film. This implies that a good, close, nonslip contact between the

foil and the film will help prevent fogging of the film and loss of

image resolution due to the isotropic manner in which the electrons are

ejected from the nucleus. Since the electron energy is insufficient

for penetration of the foil, the film should be on the object side of

the foil while in the neutron beam. Otherwise, the film will show only

a gamma image.. The foil and film are usually placed inside a pressure
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or vacuum cassette to provide the close, nonslip contact and to prevent

exposure to light which would fog the X-ray film. While this method is

excellent for static and pulsed neutron radiography, it cannot be used

for high speed motion neutron radiography since the electrons can not

penetrate the foil to reach the film. In order to use the foil, the

image intensifier would have to be replaced by an electron amplifier

and phosphor, and these would have to be placed on the incident side of

the foil, between the object and the foil. This is neither practical

nor desirable for good image quality.

The transfer foil imaging method, using europium, dysprosium, or

indium foils, involves the neutron activation of the atoms of the foil.

The spatially modulated transmitted neutron beam (the neutron image)

impinges on the foil during irradiation. The foil can be irradiated

for short or long periods of time, with an increase in the image

quality until saturation is reached. After the saturation point the

difference in the neutron activation at the various parts of the foil

will begin to disappear, and a loss of detail clarity will occur. The

transfer foil method can be used with static neutron radiography only

because of the large total neutron exposure (neutron fluence) required

by activation foils for adequate imaging.

The reflection orientation neutron scintillator screen imaging

method can be used for static or pulsed neutron radiography, but not in

high speed motion neutron radiography for much the same reason as used

for the direct exposure method with the gadoilinium foil. Upon neutron

absorption, the neutron absorbing material of the screen releases

energetic charged particles. These particles, usually an alpha and a
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triton (or others, depending upon the composition of the scintillator

material), then travel through the scintillation screen material,

depositing their energy in the absorbing material as well as the

scintillation material crystals, so that some of the energy from the

energetic particles will not cause scintillation events. With the

reflection orientation, the film must be adequately sensitive to the

characteristic wavelength of the scintillation light for the specific

combination of materials since no light amplification is possible.

Some X-ray films can be used for this purpose.

The best imaging method for high speed motion neutron radiography

is the neutron scintillator in the transmission orientation. With this

method it is possible to take static, pulsed and high speed motion

neutron radiographs; which makes this method the most versatile of the

imaging methods discussed here. A drawback to this method at OSU is

that the imaging area is very small since the image intensifier, used

to amplify the scintillator screen output light, has an active imaging

area (40 mm diameter circle). This limits the size of the object or

event which can be radiographed at any one time. Static or pulsed

radiography can be performed with the scintillator in the transmission

orientation without the image intensifier if the scintillator can

produce a sufficient light signal density for image recording. These

two could also be performed with the image intensifier by using a still

shot camera such as a Pentax focused on the output end of the image

intensifier during the irradiation. For high speed motion neutron

radiography, a high speed photographic camera is used instead of the

still shot camera in order to record the motion of the event. A
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schematic of these imaging methods was previously presented as Figure

1.6.
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2.5 IMAGE INTENSIFIER, HIGH SPEED CAMERA, AND FILM

In static or pulsed radiography, a neutron foil and a single piece

of X-ray sensitive film are used for each radiograph. With high speed

radiography, however, a progression of images is desired which should

reveal information about the various stages of the event. This

requires the more complex imaging method represented by the neutron

scintillation screen, the image intensifier, and the high speed camera.

These components are shown schematically in Figure 2.7, in which the

transmitted spatially modulated neutron beam passes through the

scintillator screen and is partially converted into light. The image

intensifier, coupled to the scintillator screen by intimate contact

with an input fiber optics bundle, then intensifies the input light by

a gain factor determined by the materials and construction of the

device. The image which forms at the output end of the intensifier

serves as an object upon which the high speed camera can be focused.

The camera then records the images on the high speed film.

The image intensifier is an electro-optical device used to

increase the intensity of the neutron scintillation screen output

light. This device operates by photocathode conversion of the incident

light to electrons, acceleration of the electrons across a voltage

potential, and scintillation of an output phosphor by the more highly

energetic electrons (70,71). The intensifier used in neutron

radiography work at OSU is a two stage 40 mm diam'eter ITT Image

Intensifier (No. F4751). The radiant power gain (amplification), as

measured by the manufacturer, is a factor of 332 for the combined
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stages and the resolution is listed as 35 line pairs per mm. The

voltage potential used is approximately 25,000 volts. Since the

intensifier is a 40 mm diameter cylinder, larger objects or events have

to be radiographed in sections.

The light from a zinc-sulphide scintillation event has a wave-

length of approximately 450 nanometers which is in the blue end of the

visible light spectrum. The image intensifier should therefore be

especially sensitive to light of this wavelength in order to give

maximum amplification of the input signals. The ITT image intensifier

has an S-20 (Sb-K-Na-Ca) photocathode which, although it has a wide

spectrum response, has a maximum response at a wavelength of about 425

nm. This phosphor, as well as matching closely with the zinc-sulphide

scintillation wavelength, also has a high efficiency and low persist-

ence. The high efficiency means relatively little signal loss while

the low persistence (on the order of picoseconds) means that the inten-

sifier can produce distinct images of the event from the signals from

the scintillator screen with little interference from signals created

by interactions from the previous stages of the motion of the event.

The output end of the intensifier utlilizes a P-11 phosphor

(ZnS:Ag(Ni)) for converting the accelerated electrons back into light

in the blue spectrum with a peak wavelength near 474 nm. The P-11

phosphor is a special phosphor which not only has low persistance but

also has the right color (wavelength) response for use in the high

speed system.

The high speed camera used in the radiography work at OSU is a

Hycam model K2OS 4E rotating prism high speed motion picture camera
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which, with a 400 foot roll of 16 mm film, can be operated at frame

rates up to about 11,000 frames per second (fps). Normally, however,

125 foot rolls of film are used which limits the achievable frame rate

to about 8000 fps. This limitation is of little concern since most of

this type of work done at OSU can be done with a frame rate of only

5000 fps. The exposure time per frame can be calculated by knowing

that the shutter factor of 2.5 means that the shutter is open only 40%

of the time, such that, for 5000 fps, the exposure time per frame is

0.40/5000 or 80 microseconds. In an effort to allow as much exposure

to the film as possible, especially in view of the short exposure time

per frame, the original 25 mm, f 1.9 lens was replaced with a higher

quality Nikkon 55 mm, f 1.2 lens. This lens provides optical coupling

between the output of the image intensifier and the film in the camera.

The type of film used for neutron radiography can be an important

factor in the results. The film type should be chosen such that its

response characteristics are the best suited for the specific system

requirements. For example, with static radiography, the primary film

characteristics are that it be sensitive to the ionizing radiation from

the foil in use and that the resolution be the best possible. Since

the total exposure is adjustable with static radiography, a high

resolution film such as Type R single or double coated may be used.

With pulsed radiography, however, the exposure is limited, such that a

fast response X-ray film such as Type AA or Type T would be preferred.

Due to the way film works the faster the response, the worse the

resolution, so that a trade off exists between the two.

This trade off exists with photographic films as well as with
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X-ray film, such that extensive testing of available film types should

be done with any specific system to find the type best suited for the

system characteristics. While many different types of film are

available, the fine grain rapid arts recording (RAR) films, partic-

ularly RAR 2496 and RAR 2498 which are especially sensitive to the blue

light from the intensifier, were found, after extensive testing by R.

H. Bossi (15), to have superior quality in detail and contrast for high

speed motion neutron radiographic applications at OSU. In addition to

working well in the neutron radiographic system, these film types can

be processed at the OSU facilities by a Cramer Mark IV automatic

processor. This capability gives experimenters at OSU the ability to

make rapid decisions about the effectiveness of the system. For

example, radiographs taken in an early morning run can be processed by

lunchtime such that afternoon runs can be adjusted or finely tuned, or

even cancelled on the basis of the morning's results.
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2.6 SYNCHRONIZATION OF EVENTS

The synchronization of events is the single most important aspect

of high speed motion neutron radiography. While static objects and

slow or continuous motion events can be radiographed without one of the

two synchronization methods as discussed below, high speed events can

not be successfully radiographed if the neutrons do not arrive at the

object staging area at the same time as the event happens and the

camera is at the correct frame rate. The synchronization must cover

several orders of magnitude in time response from the various compo-

nents. For example, a typical high speed motion neutron radiograph

would cover the following sequence and time scales:

(a) The camera is started. The camera takes 250 to 500 ms to
reach full speed and has a total run time of about one
second, depending upon the frame rate. Once the appropriate
speed is reached, the pulse is initiated.

(b) The time delay between the initiation signal for the
pulse and the peak of the pulse is about 190 ms, depending
upon the size of the pulse, the fuel type, and the specific
behavior of the mechanical operations such as transient rod
ejection.

(c) The neutron pulse width is about ten ms.

(d) The event is initiated after an appropriate time delay
for the time delay synchronization method (about 188 ms for
standard fuel and about 200 ms for FLIP fuel) or it is

initiated by a signal due to the actual core neutron
population increase (the fission probe method). The event
may occur as quickly as one to two ms for fast events.

(e) The camera shutter is open for only 40% of the time while
the film is running through, such that, at 5000 frames per
second, the exposure time of each frame on the film is only
about 80 microseconds.

This shows that roughly four orders of magnitude in time are covered in

the synchronization of events for a high speed motion neutron radi-
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ograph of a fast event. If the event is a slow or continuous motion

event such as boiling water or two phase flow, the synchronization is

not needed since the neutron pulse will arrive in conjunction with some

aspect of the phenomenon being studied. The problem of synchronization

is therefore unique to high speed studies and a reliable method is

extremely important for this type of work.

The two synchronization methods available at OSU are (a) the time

delay method (15) which uses a time delay circuit for the estimated

time delay between pulse initiation and neutron arrival at the event

site and (b) a new method developed by A. H. Robinson and co-workers

during 1979-1980 which uses a fission probe to detect the actual

neutron population increase in the core.

Since some of the components of the radiographic system are

mechanical in nature (such as the solenoid valve on the reactor

transient rod pressure control system) and do not respond instan-

taneously nor identically each time, the time response differs uncon-

trollably with each pulse. The time delay method utilizes a

statistical approach to the problem by averaging the measured time

delay from initiation of the pulse to neutron arrival for several

different pulses of the same magnitude. This time delay (approximately

190 to 200 ms), since it is just a statistical average, is sometimes

off far enough from the actual time delay that the event occurs before

or after the neutrons arrive at the object staging area.

With the fission probe method, however, the statistical varia-

tions of the mechanical operations are no longer of any concern because

the event is triggered on a signal generated by the actual neutron
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population increase. This means that the synchronization can be

achieved relative to the neutron arrival rather than at a fixed time

interval, and the importance of the statistical variation of the

mechanical operations is removed from the results of the radiographic

process. This method also employs a time delay, but this time delay is

used for fine tuning and allows for placement of the firing of the

event in different regions of the pulse. In cases where the time delay

in the initiation of the event is a known quantity, the initiation of

the event can be placed in a specific frame of the pulse.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE OSU TRIGA REACTOR

3.1 OSTR CHARACTERISTICS AND PULSING MODE OPERATION

The Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor (OSTR) is a training and

research TRIGA Mark II nuclear reactor manufactured by the General

Atomic Company of San Diego, California (72,73). The OSTR is licensed

for steady state operation at a maximum thermal power of one megawatt,

and for pulsing operation with a maximum reactivity insertion of $2.55

and four pulses per hour. It is the TRIGA's pulsing mode operation

which makes the OSTR an essential part of the neutron radiographic

capabilities at OSU as the neutron source for high speed motion neutron

radiographic applications. An OSTR pulse can provide the adequate

neutron fluxes which can be collimated and modulated for use in the

imaging system.

Before a pulse is initiated, the reactor is brought to critical

(power level constant) at a very low power level, typically 5 to 100

watts thermal. The critical state is achieved with three of the

control rods (safety, shim and regulating) partially withdrawn from the

core while the fourth rod (transient) is still completely inserted.

The amount of reactivity (see Appendix F) insertion desired is

converted to a transient rod position by means of a graph available in

the reactor control room, and the transient rod carrier/shock absorber

is withdrawn to this position. When the reactor operator receives the

signal that all is in readiness or when externally signaled by the

radiography system, the preselected amount of positive reactivity is
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inserted into the reactor by the physical ejection of the required

fraction of the transient rod by means of a pneumatic air system. This

ejection of negative reactivity has the same effect as a step insertion

of positive reactivity: the reactor power level increases, as does the

fuel temperature, until the chain reaction is stopped by the large

prompt negative temperature coefficient of the fuel elements. The peak

power level during the pulse can be driven up into the range of 3000

megawatts, or about a factor of thirty million times higher than the

initial power, in a short period of time, typically 5 to 15

milliseconds for reactivity insertions above about $2.00. After about

four seconds the transient rod falls back into the core due to gravity

as the air pressure is removed from within the control rod housing.

The reactor, however, has already become subcritical due to the

decrease in the fission rate, compared to the absorption rate, which

occurs at the elevated temperatures reached by the fuel during the

excursion.

Both the standard and the FLIP (Fuel Lifetime Improvement Program)

types of fuel available for use in TRIGA reactors are specially

designed to have a large prompt negative temperature coefficient of

reactivity which tends to reduce the fission rate in the fuel at high

temperatures. It is this reactivity feedback mechanism which allows

the TRIGA to operate routinely and safely in the pulsing mode. This

coefficient in standard fuel is mainly a result of the way in which the

bound hydrogen in the zirconium hydride interacts with neutrons (74).

The bound hydrogen acts as an Einstein oscillator with a characteristic

energy hv, where h is Plank's constant and v is the oscillator fre-
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quency. Measurements of this energy for the zirconium hydride indicate

a value of about 0.13 eV. For neutrons with an energy above 0.13 eV,

the bound hydrogen exhibits about the same moderating properties as

free hydrogen. Below this energy, the neutrons cannot be slowed down

by the bound hydrogen since the energy transfer must be in integer

multiples of 0.13. The neutrons, therefore, must be slowed down in the

water surrounding the fuel elements in order to reach thermal energy

for fission. A neutron can receive energy and correspondingly increase

its mean free path, however, from a collision with an Einstein

oscillator in an excited state. As the fuel temperature and hydride

moderator temperature rise together during a pulse, the occupation

density of the excited oscillators increases exponentially, such that

the probability for a thermal neutron to gain energy from a collision

increases. In standard TRIGA fuel, this increase in mean free path

from the increase in energy results in an increase in the number of

neutrons which escape back out into the water where they are rapidly

thermalized. This effect is the hardening of the spectrum in the fuel

which gives rise to a decrease in the ratio of absorptions in the fuel

to the total absorptions in a unit cell. Other factors which

contribute slightly to the coefficient are the increased parasitic

absorption from the Doppler broadened U-238 resonances at elevated

temperatures and the prompt expansion of the fuel elements which

displaces water from the center of the core where the void coefficient

is negative.

The coefficient of reactivity for the TRIGA FLIP fuel is a bit

more complicated (75). Since the FLIP fuel is so highly enriched (70%
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U-235), the mean free path in the fuel-moderator mixture is much

shorter than in the standard fuel and, while the spectrum is still

hardened, the escape probability is not as greatly enhanced with

increased temperature. Therefore, a material with a low energy

absorption resonance is added in with the fuel-moderator mixture. This

material parasitically absorbs neutrons, many of which have undergone

an energy increasing interaction with an excited oscillator. The

material used in the FLIP fuel, which also doubles as a burnable

poison, is erbium, which has a large absorption resonance at about 0.5

eV. Whereas the coefficient is relatively constant with temperature

for standard fuel, the coefficient for FLIP is highly dependent upon

temperature, as shown in Figure 3.1 (76), due to the larger amount of

neutrons kicked up into the erbium resonance energy at higher

temperatures. This temperature dependence of the coefficient gives an

added advantage in reactor operation, as little reactivity is lost

during operation at low temperature steady state power levels, and the

coefficient is largest when it is needed most, i.e., at the higher

temperatures reached during pulsing.

A recording of the reactor power as a function of time during a

pulse is called a power trace. A power trace, such as the ones shown

in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b), can be recorded by a high speed Honeywell

Visicorder using either the linear power channel of the reactor console

or directly from a fission probe in the central thimble of the reactor.

A symmetric pulse is shown with the pulse width and peak power depen-

dent upon the magnitude of the initial step reactivity insertion. In

general, the larger the reactivity insertion, the higher the peak power
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and the smaller the full width at half maximum.

The location of the control rods and a typical fuel loading

pattern, as well as the location of the central thimble and the

concentric ring circular grid pattern of the OSTR are shown in a core

map such as the one in Figure 3.3. The FLIP fuel elements in use in

the OSTR consist of a homogeneous mixture of an alloy composed of 8.5

weight percent uranium (the fuel) which is enriched to 70% U-235, 1.6

weight percent natural erbium (the burnable poison), and the rest

zirconium hydride (the moderator) encased in a stainless steel

cladding. The zirconium hydride (ZrH1.6) in the fuel element acts, at

fuel temperatures near room temperature (20 °C), as a moderator for the

high energy fission neutrons, slowing them down to thermal energies so

that they can cause more fissions to occur. Standard fuel is similar,

except that the uranium is enriched only to 20% U-235, there is no

erbium for burnable poison, and the zirconium hydride is ZrH
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3.2 NORDHEIM-FUCHS MODEL

The Nordheim-Fuchs model equations (77) provide a basis for the

analytical derivation of the OSTR pulsing characteristics. While more

complicated analyses using variable heat capacity for the fuel have

been performed (78,79), the constant heat capacity model assumption

used herein is sufficient for understanding the pulsing operation. A

slightly modified version of Hetrick's notation will be used in this

section, with the transformation that:

$ - o

a
(3.1)

where $ is the step reactivity insertion in dollars, po is the absolute

step reactivity insertion, and a is the delayed neutron fraction. .

In the Nordheim-Fuchs model the assumption is made that the

reactivity insertion is of such magnitude that the only relevant

effects are prompt--i.e., that there is no significant heat transfer

out of the fuel during the short time period of the transient and that

the effect of delayed neutrons is negligible. The results of the model

can be summerized by the following equations. The peak power of the

pulse is given by:

where n is the

is the neutron

coefficient of

the peak power

-; a
2
($-1)

2

2 K t a (3.2)

peak power, K is the reciprocal of the heat capacity, t

lifetime, and a is the prompt negative temperature

reactivity. Equation 3.2 shows a relationship between

in a pulse and the square of the reactivity insertion



above prompt critical. The average temperature rise T in the fuel

during a pulse is given by:

T _ 2 0(S-1)
a

The total energy release from a pulse is:

T 2 ($.-.1.)

K Ka

and the width of the pulse at half the maximum value is:

or:

since:

t = (I) cosh-1 3.524

3.524(t/B)
t -

($ -1)

sLej_
($ -1)
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(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

where w is the initial period of the transient. Typical values for the

fuel specific parameters are given in Table 3.1. Although these equa-

tions adequately predict the behavior of the TRIGA with standard fuel,

safety evaluations of the OSTR, in regards to the pulsing capability,

were actually performed with a variable fuel heat capacity utilizing a

four point Runge-Kutta numerical methods technique computer code for

parameter analysis (78). The same technique can be applied to the

solution of the kinetics equations for FLIP fuel with its temperature

dependent coefficient of reactivity as well as the variable heat

capacity. While others have reported on the analytical solutions for



Parameter

TABLE 3.1. TRIGA FUEL CHARACTERISTICS.

OSTR
(Standard)

FLIP

composition

2,

a

a

C

8 wt% U-ZrH
1.7

20% enriched U-235

stainless steel

clad

43 x 10
_6

sec

0.007

fairly constant

1.2 x 10-4/°C

variable, but

approximately

838 watt-sec/°C-

fuel element with

88 fuel elements
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8.5 wt% U-ZrH1.6

70% enriched U-235

1.6 wt% Er

stainless steel

clad

16-20 x 10-6 sec

0.0071

variable

4 x 10-6/°C @100°

1 x 1--4/°C @500°

825 + 161(T-25)

Watt-sec/°C-

fuel element
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these variable parameters (79), the general results of the analysis

with the variable parameters are that the pulse height is somewhat

lower and the pulse width is somewhat broader than with the constant

parameters case as presented herein.
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3.3 BEAM PORT FACILITIES

The tangential nature of beam port #3 allows for the minimization,

at the target area, of the gamma radiation from the reactor core.

Since high speed motion neutron radiography uses high speed motion

photographic film, beam port #3 is used for this type of radiography to

help reduce the effect of gamma fogging on the gamma sensitive high

speed film. The beam port #3 neutron radiography facility includes a

concrete blockhouse for shielding, the beam tube, the collimation

within the beam tube, and two shutters. A schematic of the blockhouse,

showing the relative positions of the beam trap and the various pieces

of equipment, is included as Figure 3.4 (49).

The details of the position and construction of beam port #3 are

shown in Figure 3.5 (80). The collimators consist of round masonite,

lead and cadmium blocks with a 4.5 inch (11.4 cm) horizontal by 3.5

inch (8.9 cm) vertical rectangular hole in the center. These colli-

mators serve to eliminate those portions of the neutron beam which are

not travelling in a direction fairly parallel to the beam tube. Four

sets of collimators are shown in Figure 3.5, three in the main portion

of the beam tube, and the fourth is shown inside the object end of a

water shutter. In addition to these collimators, there are two

cadmium-faced lead bricks hinged to the exit end of the water shutter

tank. These bricks can act as a variable aperaturing device for

additional control over the intensity and divergence of the neutron

beam. The controls for this device are located in the blockhouse.

The internal shutter, usually called the water shutter, in beam
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port #3, shown in Figure 3.5, is a floodable aluminum tank, which, when

filled with demineralized water, acts as a safety feature for the

prevention of radiation exposure to personnel and equipment inside the

blockhouse. The water shutter is opened (tank emptied) by means of a

drain and fill system of pipes and carboys as shown in Figure 3.5. The

pump which empties the tank is controlled by the reactor operator in

the control room. The tank is refilled by gravity when the check

valves are opened. The open (empty) condition of the shutter tank,

determined by a float and microswitch which respond to the water level

in the small carboy, is indicated by a "BP #3 Liquid Shutter Open"

annunciator in the control room and by a labelled red light, adjacent

to the entrance to the blockhouse, which comes on.

The second shutter is the external shutter which is also a safety

feature. This shutter, more effective than the original external

shutter, consists of two lead and one masonite two inch by four inch by

eight inch (5.08 by 10.16 by 20.32 cm) bricks with a cadmium surface.

The open/closed condition of this shutter is also indicated by an

annunciator in the reactor control room and a labelled red light

adjacent to the entrance of the blockhouse. With both shutters closed

the radiation levels inside the blockhouse while the reactor is at full

power (one megawatt steady state) or even during a high pulse (up to

3000+ megawatts) remain below required safety levels for personnel

access and extended working occupancy. However, access to the inside

of the blockhouse and reactor power levels are restricted if either or

both shutters are open. The opening of the blockhouse door while the

reactor is operating and the shutters are open will result in a reactor
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scram.

Static radiography is performed in beam port #1 because this beam

port tube, while approximately the same length as the tube in BP #3,

has available collimators which can provide length to diameter ratios

between 100:1 and 400:1 compared to about 30:1 in BP #3. While this

means a reduction in the neutron intensity by a factor of about 11 to

177, the beam will be much closer to parallel or nearly divergent, such

that a greater capability for resolution exists in beam port #1. The

most important reason for the operational design of the beam port #1

facility, however, is that static neutron radiographs can be taken

without affecting the reactor power level or operation. This means

that experiments can be set up, radiographs taken, and results removed

from the neutron beam while the reactor is at power, and these

radiographs can be taken in conjunction with other reactor uses, such

as neutron activation analysis irradiations. The operational design,

shown in Figure 3.6, includes two shutters, similar to the external

shutter in beam port #3, which provide for access to the object staging

area while the reactor is at power. This design also provides the

corresponding annunciators, lights, and reactor scram radiation

protection features.
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3.4 SYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE HIGH SPEED SYSTEM

The time delay synchronization method, used by R. H. Bossi in his

thesis work on high speed motion neutron radiography and in the early

part of this application to liquid streams, is described below for

comparison with the new method developed in conjunction with the

application of the high speed motion neutron radiography techniques to

liquid streams. The major pieces of equipment, shown in Figure 3.7,

include a relay box, a timing box, and an event signal box. A more

complete equipment list for both synchronization methods, including

dial settings, is included as Appendix A. Wiring schematics are

included in Appendix B. The relay box is a double pole double throw

(DPDT) microrelay which, when triggered, releases two simultaneous

signals. The timing box consists of two Nuclear Data Model 536

Clock/Time Base modules which provide the desired time delay between

initiation of the pulse and the firing of the event signal. These two

modules are linked in series in the clock mode to provide at least

three decades of time delay. For example, if the time delay necessary

were 188 milliseconds, then one module can be set for 170 ms and the

other for 18 ms, since each module is limited to two decades. The

event signal box contains a "dead man" switch and acts as the interface

between the end of the time delay signal and the firing signal. This

box allows for the prevention of accidental event firing, and also

gives the experimenter the ability to prevent a firing of the event at

the last second if this were desired.

The synchronization sequence, shown schematically in Figure 3.7,
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begins in the control room. The reactor, brought to critical at a low

power level, is allowed to stabilize for about ten minutes. Then, with

vocal notification of personnel in the reactor area and a ten second

countdown, the operator sends a signal which starts the high speed

camera. Once the camera reaches a preselected speed determined by the

amount of film which has been run through, the camera sends a signal to

the PDT microrelay box which, in turn, sends out two simultaneous

signals. One of these signals starts the time delay circuit. The

other goes to the reactor console and initiates the transient rod

ejection by operating a solenoid valve in the pneumatic air system. As

the rod leaves the core, the neutron population begins to increase as

the reactor becomes supercritical. As the fission rate increases,

however, the fuel-moderator temperature increases and the prompt ,

negative temperature coefficient of reactivity, as discussed earlier in

this chapter, acts to reduce the fission rate, and the power excursion

terminates. Meanwhile, some of the neutrons which were produced during

this brief transient stream down the beam tube and encounter the object

of the radiograph in the object staging area. At about this same

moment the time delay circuit should finish the time delay and send a

signal to the event signal box. This signal turns on a small light to

indicate that the signal for the event was sent to the event, and a

signal is sent to the event. The firing of the event is then initiated

while the neutrons are streaming through the object area and the film

is at the appropriate speed.

The determination of the appropriate time delay can be done by

measuring the time difference from a marker on the film which indicates
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the initiation of the pulse to the peak of the pulse and averaging over

several different runs. The actual frame rates can be determined from

time dots in the border of the film. This time dot is provided by a

signal from a time dot generator, set for 1000 signals per second,

which turns on a fast response light bulb in the camera. At a frame

rate of 5000 frames per second a time dot will show at every fifth

frame. Two milliseconds should be subtracted to allow the event to be

initiated on the increasing side of the pulse such that the event

occurs during the densest part of the pulse. Since the neutron pulse

is only about ten milliseconds wide, any unplanned variation of even

five ms could mean that a one to two ms event would be completely over

or not yet initiated while the neutrons were present. This method of

synchronization, historically, has had a success rate of about 50%.

While this is acceptable for work which can be repeated many times and

accomplished over a long period of time, this is unacceptable for work

on a limited time or availability basis.

In order to improve the reliability and success rate of the OSU

high speed motion neutron radiography system, A. H. Robinson and

co-workers, in 1979-1980, developed a new method of synchronization

which has a operational capability of 100% with experienced personnel.

This system, while much the same as the time delay method, involves the

use of a fission probe in the central thimble of the reactor core for

neutron population increase detection. The details of this system are

shown in Figure 3.8. The NOT microrelay box, the event signal box,

and one of the Nuclear Data Clock/Time Base modules are used in the

same way as before. However, a fission probe and some additional
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electronics are required.

The synchronization sequence begins, as before, with the reactor

at critical. The reactor operator sends the signal which starts the

camera which in turn sends a signal to the relay box. Now, however,

the sequence differs, as the relay box sends a signal to the control

room for the transient rod ejection but not for the time delay.

Instead, the neutron population increase is detected by a Reuter-Stokes

model RS-C6-0201-221 fission probe as an increased fission rate. This

causes a current to be generated with the help of a 67 volt battery

connected to the fission probe. A voltage is produced across a

resistor, and this voltage increase is detected by a single channel

analyzer (SCA) once the voltage is above the lower window setting. The

SCA then sends a signal to a timer (Ortec Model 719) which acts as a

signal discriminator. This timer is operated with a multiplier dial

setting of 10,000 and an external time base. The time base is supplied

by the one of the Nuclear Data Clock/Time Base modules operated in the

time base mode and with a multiplier setting of 0.0001. The timer then

sends a signal to the other Nuclear Data module which provides a

nominal time delay of the event firing such that the event can be

placed almost anywhere in the pulse. This time delay can be set as low

as 0.01 milliseconds (basically, instantaneous or no delay) to 5

milliseconds (placement at the end of the pulse) to 99,000 seconds

(which would miss the pulse completely). While this range is much more

than is necessary for this work, it does allow for the placement of the

initiation of the event to fall on practically any frame of the pulse

past the first quarter or so. The limit on how early in the pulse is
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due to the lower limit on the SCA window setting, as too low a setting

results in the event initiation on electronic noise rather than on a

legitimate signal. The signal from the time delay box then goes to the

event signal box and the rest is as before.

This method is rather insensitive to the fluctuations in mechan-

ical operation that cause so much variation in the time delay method.

The event is not initiated until the pulse has already started and the

neutrons are on their way to the object staging area. The problem of

event triggering on system noise can be avoided by extensive testing on

the lower window setting for the SCA and making sure that the window is

always set above this point. There is also an upper limit for this

lower window setting, as a setting too high will not "see" the voltage

increase, and no signal will be generated. With these settings under

control, the liability of the system becomes the high speed camera and

film breakage. Because of the high torque and the friction in the

camera, an old, brittle, or weak roll of film may break during a run

such that the event would not be recorded. This can be avoided by

using only new film which has been warmed to room temperature if

refrigerated for storage. For the reasons discussed herein, the new

method of synchronization was found to be effectively 100% reliable and

immensely preferrable to the time delay method.
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IV. LiF-ZnS(Ag) SCINTILLATORS

4.1 LiF-ZnS(Ag) SCINTILLATION SCREENS

Because of their optimum combination of speed and resolution

LiF-ZnS(Ag) (lithium fluoride-zinc sulphide (silver activated))

scintillation screens are used in high speed motion neutron radiography

for converting the neutron image to a recordable light image. This

type of scintillation screen (scintillator) consists of a thin aluminum

backing with a neutron absorbing and scintillating mixture on one side.

The aluminum backing should be thin enough so as not to represent a

significant neutron absorption or scattering obstacle, but it must also

be thick enough to remain rigid so that the scintillation coating does

not crack. A thickness of about 1/16 inch (0.159 cm) has been found to

be adequate for the aluminum backing in both of these considerations.

The scintillation mixture consists of lithium fluoride, enriched

to 95% or more in Li-6 (neutron absorption cross section 942 barns

(81)), and silver activated, nickel quenched, ten micron nominal grain

size zinc sulphide, the scintillation material, held to the backing by

a sodium silicate binder. These compounds, available commercially in

powder form, are mixed to homogeneity with a small amount of distilled

water and liquid sodium silicate binder for uniform deposition on the

aluminum backing. A thin uniform coating of this material provides

sharp, clear images, indicating a high resolution capability. A

deposit which is too thin may exhibit inhomogeneities, while a deposit

which is too thick will show less resolution due to light generated
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within the scintillator escaping at large angles relative to the

neutron interaction location.

The scintillation process is shown in Figure 4.1. The neutron

beam from the object passes through the aluminum backing of the screen

with only a small probability of interaction. The beam then encounters

the scintillation material and neutron absorption occurs in the lithium

fluoride. Upon absorption of a neutron, the Li-6 splits into an alpha

particle and a triton which together carry away 4.78 MeV as kinetic

energy. The reaction can be written as:

6
LiF +

1
n

4
He +

3
H + 4.78 MeV (4.1)

in which the particles are released in opposite directions, with the

alpha carrying 2.05 MeV and the triton carrying 2.78 MeV. As these

particles travel through the scintillation material, they will lose

energy by excitation and ionization, and some of this energy will be

transferred to the silver activated zinc sulphide crystals. These zinc

sulphide crystals give off light with a characteristic wavelength of

450 nm while returning to the ground state. These scintillations are

then amplified and recorded as discussed in previous sections.

Since a scintillation event does not occur when energy from the

energetic particles is deposited in the lithium fluoride or in the

binder, it is desirable to have a relatively large amount of zinc

sulphide with the lithium fluoride and a small amount of binder.

However, the neutrons have to be absorbed before any energy is

deposited anywhere. Thus it is desirable to have a lot of lithium

fluoride in the scintillation material. The optimum ratio of ZnS to

LiF must somehow be determined, taking into account also the effect of
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Neutron

Neutron

Aluminum Backing* Scintillation *
Material

Figure 4.1. LiF-ZnS Scintillation Process.

* Relative Thicknesses Not Drawn To Scale
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the binding material. After extensive testing of several different

types of scintillators using computer modelling as well as experimental

techniques, R. H. Bossi determined that the LiF-ZnS type of scintil-

lator screen was the best for high speed motion neutron radiography

applications, and that a weight ratio of 2.0 to 1.0, ZnS to LiF, was

the best ratio for overall performance (15). The characteristics of

the scintillation screens upon which this decision was based are

discussed in the next section.
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4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF LiF-ZnS(Ag) SCINTILLATORS

The lithium fluoride-zinc sulphide (silver activated) type of

scintillation screen has the following advantages from the viewpoint of

an experimenter/radiographer:

(a) low activation and fast radioactive decay
(b) ease of handling and storage
(c) durability

(d) relative ease of construction.

In addition, properly constructed LiF-ZnS(Ag) scintillator screens can

have the following properties which are required for good, high quality

high speed motion neutron radiographs:

(a) high resolution capability
(b) sufficient light yield
(c) rapid decay characteristics.

These last three characteristics will be discussed in the next two

sections.

The neutron activation of the materials involved with a scintil-

lation screen is very low, with the possible exception of aluminum, due

to the small amounts and/or small absorption cross sections of these

elements. The aluminum, however, has a much higher chance of neutron

interaction due to the thickness of the backing and should be

considered. The radioactive half life of Al-28 is 2.42 minutes (81),

such that any radioactivity hazard from the scintillator screen,

although potentially significant, will be short lived. Careful

handling of the scintillator screen should therefore be observed, not

only for the radiation exposure but also for the prevention of image

quality loss due to scintillator screen degradation. A few hours

storage may be necessary after some irradiations, but this is rarely a
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major concern.

These scintillation screens are easy to handle due to their low

activation characteristic and also to their rigid, durable structure.

The aluminum backing which supports the scintillation materials also

provides the experimenter with an easy hand-hold for handling the

scintillator without fear of damaging or degrading the materials. This

is not true with neutron foils, such as thin gadolinium foils, which

require careful handling due to their fragility.

These scintillators can be properly constructed with the

appropriate materials and some experience, which makes their use in

high speed motion neutron radiography desirable. Replacement can be

made in as little as 48 hours instead of the weeks or months for a

commercial scintillator which would not have the necessary

characteristics anyway. R. H. Bossi (15) noted that several of the

scintillators constructed at OSU were superior in many instances to

scintillators available commercially. The performance of a

scintillation screen degrades with usage as the scintillation crystals

are damaged during irradiation, also making easy replacement of the

scintillator desirable. Although the materials necessary for a usable

scintillator are rather expensive, unenriched lithium fluoride and

regular zinc sulphide are available at a fraction of the cost for

practice in dealing with the possible problems in the construction

process.
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4.3 RESOLUTION CAPABILITY AND LIGHT YIELD OF LiF-ZnS SCINTILLATORS

The capability of a scintillator for high resolution is quite

important in high speed motion neutron radiography, and is dependent

upon the scintillation material composition, thickness, and the ZnS

grain size. The material composition can be characterized by the

weight ratio of the ZnS to the LiF. R. H. Bossi (15) found that

scintillators with a 1.0 to 1.0 or 2.0 to 1.0 weight ratio of ZnS to

LiF showed slightly better VISQI (82) image quality than the 0.5 to 1.0

and 4.0 to 1.0 weight ratio scintillators. The VISQI is a visual image

quality indicator which is a device similar to the IQI and is used for

the determination of neutron radiograph image quality and resolution.

Since both the LiF and ZnS powders are an opaque white color, the

scintillation material, once bound to the aluminum backing, presents an

obstacle to light transmission through the material. The scintillation

light produced in the ZnS grain must escape the scintillation material

before it can be registered on the film. Therefore, both the ZnS grain

size and the total scintillation material thickness will affect the

resolution capability, and the light yield as well, of the scintil-

lator. However, an insufficient thickness of the material will result

in inhomogeneity problems and a corresponding decrease in image quality

and resolution. While A. R. Spowart (83) considers 0.25 mm to be the

optimum thickness, R. H. Bossi was able to construct scintillators with

a material thickness between 0.1 and 0.15 mm without inhomogeneity

problems. And, while this lesser thickness reduces the neutron

absorption efficiency of the scintillator, it also allows for a higher
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resolution.

The third variable, the ZnS grain size, appears to have an inverse

effect on resolution with size, such that the smaller grain sizes have

improved resolution over the larger grain sizes (84,85). The grain

size has a much more important effect, however, on the light yield of

the scintillator.

The amount of light which the scintillator produces is a great

importance in a suitability study of a scintillator screen. The light

yield must be enough for the imaging system to produce a good image.

Therefore, the light yield should be optimized when designing, con-

structing, or choosing a scintillator. However, the resolution cap-

ability should not be sacrificed for light yield as the imaging system

is much more suited to intensifying the image than to providing addi-

tional resolution. The important variables for the light yield are the

neutron absorption efficiency, the scintillator material composition

and thickness, and the zinc sulphide grain size.

The neutron absorption efficiency, which itself depends upon the

other three variables, limits the total amount of light which can be

produced by the scintillator, as no light is produced unless an absorp-

tion occurs. The weight ratio of zinc sulphide to lithium flouride vs.

the neutron absorption efficiency as a function of different binder

contents and packing fractions, calculated with the Monte Carlo

scintillator simulation computer code SCINTLR, is shown in Figure 4.2

(15). Included in this figure is a curve representing the experi-

mental results of some scintillators tested at OSU. A scintillator

with a scintillation material thickness of 0.127 mm was constructed at
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Figure 4.2. Scintillator Neutron Absorption Efficiency Versus Weight Ratio (0.127 mm Thickness).
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OSU (15) and was found to possess adequate light yield as well as a

good resolution capability. While others have recommended other weight

ratios and thicknesses (83,86), their work was with scintillators for

static radiography, and these, and commercially available ones as well,

do not possess the necessary response characteristics as do the ones

produced by the method described by Bossi (15) and included in Section

4.5.
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4.4 RAPID IMAGE DECAY CHARACTERISTIC OF LiF-ZnS SCINTILLATORS

The rapid image decay characteristic of LiF-ZnS scintillators is

another important aspect of the suitability of these scintillators to

high speed motion neutron radiographic applications. The rapid image

decay characteristic can be investigated from two different viewpoints:

fast response time and low image retention.

Fast response time refers to the length of time between a neutron

entering the scintillation material and the corresponding scintillation

light leaving the scintillation material. A fast response time allows

for the use of high frame rates in the high speed camera.

In high speed motion neutron radiography, the event being

radiographed is usually in motion of some sort, whether this involves

burning, squirting, or simple translation. As a result, the neutron

beam which passes through the event is modulated in time as well as in

space. The film must be capable of recording these modulations in

spite of the integrating nature of the film and the finite amount of

time which is necessary for sufficient exposure. High frame rates can

be used such that only a fraction of the motion occurs per frame,

thereby "freezing" the event for each frame. This, however, requires a

fast response time such that consecutive frames do not contain

scintillations which should have been recorded on some previous frame.

With the high speed camera in use at OSU, the film experiences exposure

only 40% of the time due to the rotating prism. Using a typical frame

rate of 5000 frames per second, the corresponding exposure time per

frame is about 80 microseconds and the response time should be less
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than this for distinct imaging. Yet, since frame rates in excess of

11,000 frames per second are achievable, the response time should be

less than 36 microseconds. The time response for LiF-ZnS scintillators

was indirectly measured at OSU (13) using a rotating cadmium spoke

(linear speed: 26.8 meters per second) and a high speed motion picture

camera at 10,000 frames per second. Since distinct images were

observed the response time is less than 40 microseconds, due to the

4
almost instantaneous

s

Li(n,a) H absorption-decay reaction and to the

charge on the particles. These effects make the energy deposition an

extremely fast mechanism for causing scintillation events.

The other viewpoint, that of low image retention, is another way

of requiring a fast response time. In order for the film to record

distinct phases of the event without blurring, the scintillator must be

able to respond to the new information during each frame's exposure

time without interference from image retention of the event from some

previous frame's exposure time.
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4.5 LiF-ZnS SCINTILLATOR CONSTRUCTION

Scintillators have been constructed using many different methods

and materials, but the type best suited for high speed motion neutron

radiography is described below. The general procedure was outlined by

R. H. Bossi (15), but the method below includes some additional details

which make the actual construction process easier and the finished

scintillators more uniform. The general method for scintillator

construction is shown in Figure 4.3 and described below for a scintil-

lator with a one square inch surface area. Larger scintillators should

have the specific amounts scaled up for adequate properties.

( 1.) As with any chemicals one should be extremely careful.

Wear a facemask, gloves, and a labcoat to prevent any harmful

side effects due to inhalation of the powders or reactions on

the skin due to contact with the chemicals.

( 2.) The size of the aluminum plate which is to serve as

the backing for the scintillator should be determined by the

anticipated use, and the thickness should be about 0.030 to

0.060 inches (0.076 to 0.152 cm). The image intensifier at

OSU has a circular fiber optics bundle with an active

diameter of 40 mm, so this is the smallest size normally

made. A larger size than the active area is recommended such

that edge effects discussed below can be avoided in the

central area.
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I. STIR
LiF
ZnS
Sodium Silicate
Wafer

3. ALLOW TIME TO SETTLE

4. REMOVE LIQUID

Aluminum
Plate

LiF-ZnS

Figure 4.3. Construction of a LiF-ZnS(Ag) Scintillator,
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( 3.) After filing the edges of the aluminum plate to

relative smoothness, wash the plate with dish soap and

distilled water. Rinse well and allow to dry. Do not wipe

dry as this tends to leave fine particles on the surface.

( 4.) Level a board on which the scintillator will be placed

for settling and drying so that the powders will be able to

settle out of solution in an even manner.

( 5.) With heavy duty aluminum foil, form a dish around the

plate, leaving one corner formed as a pouring spout. It has

been found that pouring the solution directly onto the plate

causes spotting and nonuniform material deposition. Leaving

a small gap around the plate so that the liquid can move

freely around the plate during the suction step helps avoid

this problem.

( 6.) With an 80 or 200 mesh sieve screen, carefully sift a

small amount of enriched lithium fluoride (or inexpensive

unenriched LiF for practice scintillators) and place it in a

small aluminum dish. Wash and dry the sieve and repeat with

silver activated, nickel quenched, 10 micron nominal grain

size zinc sulphide (regular ZnS for practice).

( 7.) Weigh the LiF and ZnS(Ag) on a scale or balance,
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obtaining a 2.0 to 1.0 ratio of ZnS(Ag) to LiF. The exact

amount of each can vary, but it has been found that about 0.7

grams of ZnS(Ag) to 0.35 grams of LiF can result in an

adequate scintillator material coating on a backing plate of

about one square inch without inhomogeneity problems due to

insufficient material.

( 8.) Into a clean beaker add 15 ml of sodium silicate

(waterglass) binder and 20 ml of distilled water, mixing

thoroughly. Add the LiF and stir well. Add the ZnS(Ag) and

stir, but not too energetically as mechanical interaction

breaks down the ZnS(Ag) structure and degrades the light

producing capability of the scintillation material.

( 9.) Pour the solution on the spout such that the liquid

flows onto the aluminum plate evenly. Do not pour the

thicker mixture at the bottom of the beaker onto the spout as

this may cause nonuniform material deposition. Also, do not

wet the surface of the aluminum plate with waterglass

beforehand as this forms a layer which tends to shed the

solution rather than helping it adhere.

(10.) Let the plate sit for one to two hours so that the LiF

and ZnS(Ag) powders can settle out of the mixture onto the

surface of the plate. Cover the scintillator dish during

settling to prevent dust particles from collecting on the
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surface of the scintillator. The covering must not hamper

evaporation of the water from the surface, however, as this

is one of the settling mechanisms which helps in uniform

powder distribution.

(11.) After sufficient settling time, remove some of the

excess water using a bulb and pipette or other similar

arrangement. Important! This is one of the most crucial and

most difficult steps in the whole construction process.

Carefully suction small amounts of liquid from the spout and

put it into a beaker with some water in it. It is okay to

remove some of the powders which are around the bottom of the

plate. As soon as the suction begins removing powders from

the edge of the scintillator plate, stop removing liquid.

Wash all equipment used thoroughly.

(12.) Let the scintillator dry overnight.

(13.) Remove the aluminum foil from under the scintillator

if this can be done without disturbing the surface of the

plate. More drying time may be required at this stage in the

process. Once removed, place the plate on a paper towel,

return it to the level board, and cover it as before. Let

sit until completely dry. If the solution is dry, some

hardened waterglass may have to be broken in order to remove

the aluminum foil dish.
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(14.) Wash all equipment thoroughly immediately after use as

watergiass, after it has hardened, is nearly impossible to

remove.
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V. SYSTEM CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Several years ago A. H. Robinson and R. H. Bossi made extensive

use of and improvements to the high speed motion neutron radiography

capabilities at OSU. Their work (15,39,85) demonstrated the applica-

tion of high speed motion neutron radiography techniques to the burning

of solid propellants and to continuous motion two phase flow situa-

tions. Since 1976 when this work was completed, the OSTR has under-

gone some modifications which have an effect on the high speed capa-

bilities. The most important modification involved the lowering of the

neutron densities for corresponding power levels with the new FLIP fuel

which replaced the old standard TRIGA fuel. Several improvements to

the high speed motion neutron radiography system were therefore inves-

tigated in conjunction with the anticipated liquid streams application

as discussed herein. The improvements investigated include an increase

in the reactivity insertion limit; a water plug flux trap; transient

rod operation; image intensifier replacement; fiber optics coupling and

special- scintillators; masking; alignment; and the timing and

synchronization methods.
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5.2 OSTR CONSIDERATIONS

The most important modification to the OSTR from Bossi's work to

the present work was the TRIGA core refueling in July, 1976. The

previous fuel was the standard TRIGA type which was approaching the end

of its usable life. The replacement fuel is the FLIP type which has a

much longer lifetime. The FLIP fuel, however, with its temperature

dependent heat capacity and prompt temperature coefficient of reac-

tivity, exhibits a lower peak power during a pulse for the same reac-

tivity insertion as for standard fuel. This result was discussed in

connection with the Nordheim-Fuchs reactor kinetics model in Chapter 3.

This lower peak power means that the neutron beam intensity is less in

the center of the pulse where most of the usable information is usually

contained.

Additionally, the neutron level is affected by the enrichment of

the fuel. With the higher enrichment the probability for fission is

greater, such that, for the same thermal power level (equal rates of

fission), fewer neutrons are required on the average. This can be

shown by a comparison of a steady state neutron flux measurement of

each type of fuel. This was done at the OSU facilities using standard

gold foil neutron activation and counting techniques, with the result

that the standard fuel loading (pre-1976) had a steady state neutron

flux that was about 20% higher than for the FLIP fuel loading at the

object end of beam port #3. The measured values for standard and FLIP

fuel were 1.4 X 105 n/cm
2
-s-kw and 1.1 X 10

5
n/cm

2
-s-kw respectively.

In order to counteract this decrease in neutron density, several
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possible flux increasing methods were investigated. The most obvious

method is to increase the magnitude of the reactivity insertion for the

pulse initiation. After the necessary safety analyses and reviews, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved a reactivity insertion

limit increase from $2.33 to $2.55 for the OSTR. This increased the

peak power during a maximum pulse from about 2400 megawatts to about

3100 megawatts. This increase was achieved by shifting the fuel

loading pattern such that the fuel elements with the most worth were

near the transient control rod position. However, this shifting caused

the transient rod to be worth more than the $2.55 reactivity allowed,

and a mechanical stop had to be placed at the top of the control rod

drive housing to limit the amount of the transient control rod which

could be ejected from the core.

Another flux increasing method involved the installation of a

water plug flux trap into the core end of beam port #4. This plug is

an aluminum tank (15.2 cm diameter by 30.5 cm long) filled with demin-

eralized water which provides some thermal neutron beam enhancement by

additional neutron thermalization. The location of the plug is shown

in Figure 2.1.

The neutron power level during a pulse is dependent upon the speed

of the reactivity insertion as well as the amount. A slowly ejected

control rod will produce a different transient which will not follow

the Nordheim-Fuchs model as previously presented, as this model assumes

an instantaneous reactivity change. Since the rod ejected is achieved

using mechanical operations, this ejection will not be instantaneous,

but has been designed to be fast. The transient rod is connected to an
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80 psi air pressure system which supplies the driving force for the rod

ejection. This system was subject to pressure losses of up to ten psi,

however, because it was connected to the general OSU Radiation Center

air pressure system. This pressure loss could mean a slightly slower

rod ejection and a longer power doubling time. While this factor did

not significantly affect the quality of the radiographs, the unpredict-

ability of the time response influenced the reliability of the time

delay synchronization method discussed in Chapter 3. Once this problem

was identified, a separate air compressor was ordered for the reactor

system to alleviate these fluctuations. Also, until the compressor

could be installed, an additional step was added to the general

procedures for the high speed system whereby the air pressure was bled

down to 70 psi and allowed to build back up to 80 psi prior to each

pulse. This problem became irrelevant with the advent of the fission

probe synchronization method, also discussed in Chapter 3.
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5.3 DEVICES

In the course of the investigation of system improvement methods,

several devices were considered, including the image intensifier, the

addition of a fiber optics bundle, and a new series of lithium

fluoride-zinc sulphide scintillators. A new image intensifier was

ordered and received with the intent of replacing the old image

intensifier, or at least having a spare device on hand if something

should happen to the old one. Comparison testing of both intensifiers

at OSU in 1980 resulted in the conclusion that, even though the new

intensifier had a listed gain factor which was higher than the old one,

the new device had a strong red wavelength dependence which rendered it

less responsive to the blue wavelength light of the scintillators. In

recent years the research and development of image intensifiers has

apparently centered on phosphors with maximum response in the red end

of the spectrum with the effect that the high speed motion neutron

radiography system at OSU could not, at this time, be improved or even

equalled by a commercial replacement of the image intensifier.

One of the potential applications of the high speed techniques to

liquid streams involved a device that had a steel casing which was much

too thick for successful high speed motion neutron radiography. In

order to sidestep this problem, a hole was drilled into each side of

the casing such that the total steel thickness was then comparable with

previous applications. Each hole was 2.5 cm in diameter and 3.8 cm

deep. To prevent any loss of resolution from using larger scintil-

lators at the outer edge of the steel, a fiber optics bundle was
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ordered which would fit in the hole and a series of scintillators 2.5

cm in diameter were made.

Testing of the bundle showed that the coupling between the bundle

and the image intensifier was feasible and that adequate image quality

was maintained. In this way the scintillation events could be trans-

mitted over a longer range. Possible image resolution improvement was

even postulated with the bundle because the fiber optics bundle would

transmit only those scintillations which were normal to the optic

surface.

The scintillators developed for this specific application were

built using the method described in Chapter 4. Their small size caused

some homogeneity and handling problems which were overcome by practice

and experience. These were not used, however, nor the fiber optics

bundle, for the application described above. Testing of the high speed

system showed that very little image quality or resolution was lost by

having the object 3.8 cm away from the scintillator screen. It was

also decided that direct coupling of the fiber optics bundle inside the

device to the image intensifier might cause some problems due to the

recoil motion of the device during firing. This example of development

should at least be considered in future applications where the neutron

image must travel any significant distance to reach the image inten-

sifier due to limitations such as the one described above.
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5.4 PROCEDURES

The procedures for using the high speed system were examined for

possible changes which could increase the capability of the system for

image conversion, recording, and quality, or which could improve the

overall reliability and effectiveness of the system. The first of

these procedures involves the masking of the object/event with masonite

blocks to eliminate irrelevant neutron scattering. Since the neutron

beam is usually much larger than the recordable area of the object, the

masking is placed between the end of the beam port tube and the object

to reduce the size of the beam which interacts with the object. In

addition, a cadmium "window" is placed at the object end of the masking

blockhouse. This "window" is a thin piece of cadmium with a hole the

size and shape of the recordable imaging area. This tends to reduce

the problem of neutron scatter in other parts of the object which lead

to irrelevant scintillation events. It was also found that objects

behind the event tend to introduce backscattered neutrons into the

radiography process. This masking technique, therefore, helps to

increase the resolution capability of the system. This method of

masking represents a great improvement over another method sometimes

employed which involved placing the masking completely around the

object. This previous method enhanced the irrelevant scattering

problem instead of reducing it.

The placement of the masking is crucial to the effectiveness of

its use. The alignment of the central hole of the masonite blocks and

the cadmium window can be accomplished by a simple line-of-sight
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placement. Then, a flashlight, placed in the end of the beam tube,

simulates the neutron beam. A piece of paper with a set of crossed

lines, placed on the input end of the image intensifier, helps in the

fine adjustments to the relative positions of the object, image

intensifier, camera, and masking. Additionally, the camera can be

focussed at this point by replacing the crossed lines paper with a

business card or something similar with writing on it. This alignment

process is much more effective in precision placement of the equipment

than the line-of-sight only method.

While the masking helps increase the resolution, the system

synchronization is much more important and a correspondingly greater

amount of time was spent on improving the synchronization method. With

the time delay method, a time delay was used to coordinate the pulse,

camera, and event. A system of electronic flash guns provided flash

markers on the film for various timing related information. For

example, a marker is normally placed on the film when the signal is

sent from the DPDT microrelay box in conjunction with the time delay

and pulse initiation signals. This marker is produced by a Honeywell

flash gun set such that the marker on the film is approximately two

milliseconds long, or about ten frames at 5000 frames per second. A

second marker, produced by a Braun flash gun, is normally placed on the

film in conjunction with the signal (from the event signal box) which

initiates the event. This Braun flash is set to produce a marker which

is only 0.4 to 0.6 milliseconds long, or about two to three frames at

5000 frames per second. In addition to these two markers which are

almost always used, a second Braun flash, identical to the first, is
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available for more complex timing situations.

At one point in this early timing work the possibility of a flash

marking the actual instant of the lifting of the transient control rod

from its rest position was investigated. This marker would have

provided statistical information on the mechanical operation of the

transient rod which was suspected of intermittent sticking and there-

fore inconsistent operation. The necessary electronics could not be

connected as required and this information could not be obtained. Had

this been possible, the control rod lifting might have been used as the

time delay starter instead of the pulse initiation signal. Timing runs

did, however, show the sticking problem with the result that the

control rod housing was lubricated ahead of its scheduled maintenance

time and the solenoid valve which opens to let the air pressure under

the transient rod was inspected.

The time delay timing information became relatively unimportant

when it was discovered that a fission probe in the reactor core could

produce a signal which could be used to initiate the event once the

neutron population had actually started to increase. The inconsistency

of the mechanical operations does not therefore affect the synchron-

ization with this new method. The high speed system is therefore more

reliable and effective for neutron radiography work than before,

demonstrating 100% operational effectiveness in synchronization with

the new method provided the appropriate procedures are followed. The

general procedure for static neutron radiography at OSU is presented in

Appendix C, for pulsed/high speed motion neutron radiography with the

time delay synchronization method in Appendix D, and for pulsed/high
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speed motion with the fission probe synchronization method in Appendix

E.
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The work performed with the high speed motion neutron radiography

system at Oregon State University demonstrates the feasibility and

versatility of such a system. The techniques developed for use with

the ballistic cycle of solid propellants have been successfully adapted

for use with the ballistic cycle of liquid propellants inside steel as

is shown herein by the application of these techniques to liquid

streams. Developmental work and subsequent applications of this work

have been supported in part by funding from the U. S. Department of

Defense. While the work was not classified, information about the

nature of the ballistic cycle of liquid propellants can not be

published. This means that the more than 40 high speed motion neutron

radiographs of the ballistic cycle of liquid propellants can not be

presented herein. The results of the developmental work with liquid

streams which proved that the high speed motion neutron radiography

techniques could be so applied are presented, however, with emphasis on

the techniques rather than on the results.
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6.2 HIGH SPEED MOTION NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY OF LIQUID STREAMS

A sketch of the liquid injection equipment is shown in Figure 6.1.

The steel pipe is a gun barrel with a wall thickness of about 0.9 cm at

the breech end. The reservoir, which holds about four cm of liquid,

is the inside of the breech where the firing pin resides. The plunger

is the firing pin, and the igniter is a squib electrostatic igniter.

When loaded, the firing pin is set close to the igniter and the rest of

the reservoir is filled with the appropriate liquid. The dotted area

of Figure 6.1 is the area normally "seen" by the film in high speed

radiography of both solid propellants and injected liquid streams.

Upon reception of the signal from the electronics of the system,

tfre event signal box sends a signal to fire the event. Thit signal

consists of a 12 volt potential being placed across the igniter. As

the igniter materials burn, a pressure wave is created by the expanding

hot gases. This pressure forces the firing pin to push the liquid out

of the reservoir through the firing pin hole at the barrel end. The

liquid is thus injected into the barrel as a small stream (about 0.16

cm diameter) in the center of the barrel.

The radiographs presented herein are pictures from the static or

high speed film negatives. The experimental work is normally viewed as

the film negative, as this usually contains the greatest image quality

and resolution. Greater detail can therefore be observed in the orig-

inal negatives than in the photo reproductions presented. However,

sufficient detail is included about these radiographs to permit ade-

quate interpretation.
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Figure 6.1. Schematic of the Liquid Injection Equipment.
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The first liquid examined was distilled water. Next, boron was

added to some distilled water (40 grams per liter) to increase the

difference in neutron interaction coefficients between the liquid

stream and the air in the pipe. A portion of the high speed motion

neutron radiograph of the borated water stream, taken with the time

delay synchronization method and a time delay of 200 milliseconds, is

shown in Figure 6.2. The thin, dark horizontal line in the center of

the frame is a cross hair. The liquid stream shows as a thicker dark

line which is in some of the frames, as indicated, but not in all. The

sketches are graphic representations of the corresponding radiographic

frames and are intended to illustrate the location of the different

constituents of the radiographs. A subsequent set of radiographs of a

steel casing half filled with distilled water and then borated water

demonstrated that the distilled water did not have a sufficiently

different neutron cross section than the air when surrounded by the

amount of steel present. The radiographs presented herein are pictures

from the high speed film negatives. The experimental work is normally

viewed as the film negative.

Once the above work demonstrated that the system was capable of

taking high speed radiographs of a liquid stream, the next goal was to

simulate a liquid propellant. Ammonium nitrate was chosen and two

different concentrations were used: 20 g/1 and 100 9/1. Both con-

centrations were successfully radiographed using the time delay syn-

chronization method and are shown respectively in Figure 6.3 and 6.4.

The time delay was 200 ms for Figure 6.3 and 197 ms for Figure 6.4.

Again, the streams are the thick, dark horizontal lines which are in
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some of the frames but not all. A run made with the 100 g/1 concen-

tration after the fission probe synchronization method was developed is

shown in Figure 6.5 and illustrates that the time delay is not needed

with this method. The increase of $0.22 in reactivity insertion from

the previous limit of $2.33 during the early part of this work showed a

significant, though not large, effect on the neutron intensity during a

pulse. This increase in intensity permitted greater thicknesses of

water and heavy water for pulsed and high speed radiography, and

therefore had a greater impact upon, the two phase flow study (12)

which was done concurrently with this work.

The general result of the subsequent Department of Defense work

was that the techniques for liquid stream injection could be applied to

liquid propellants injected into a pressurized steel chamber. Fluid

distributions and burning patterns were observed, and the ballistic

cycle of a liquid propellant was recorded.
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Figure 6.5. High Speed Motion Neutron Radiograph of Ammonium Nitrate,
100 g/l, at 5000 Frames Per Second with the Fission Probe
Method of Synchronization.
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER APPLICATIONS

The main purpose of this work was to demonstrate that liquids

could be radiographed with high speed motion neutron radiography

techniques while being injected into a pressurized steel chamber.

While the results presented herein demonstrate that this could be done

for liquids injected into an unpressurized chamber, the subsequent

application of these techniques to two different test fixtures for the

Department of Defense demonstrated that the pressurized chamber

presented no additional problems.

The methods and equipment which have been described could be

utilized for the investigation of various other flow related phenomena.

Two examples are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. In Figure 6.6, a small

mesh screen is shown in the flow path of the liquid stream, causing a

flow disruption. The dispersion of the flow could be examined with the

techniques detailed herein. In Figure 6.7, the flow disruption is

caused by a cone-shaped object in the flow stream. The angle y of the

cone could be varied for a parametric study of the dispersion of the

liquid due to the flow disruptor.

These methods and equipment could also be adapted for use in the

simulation of liquid fuel injection into a diesel nozzle and its

subsequent buring cycle. Further applications include two phase flow

and boiling. R. H. Bossi (15) demonstrated the technique, and S. K. L.

Wang (12) later extended this application. Possibilities include the

verification of heat transfer correlations and models for boiling with

heater rods in a pressurized system; the examination of boiling regimes
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Figure 6.7. Potential Application of High Speed Motion
Neutron Radiography to Liquid Flow Path
Disruption by a Cone-Shaped Object.
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and quench front motion in a rod bundle array; and other numerous

situations where the pressure of the system under investigation

prohibits the use of glass tubes for examination of the fluid. There

are some fundamental problems to be solved and necessary technique

development to be done, however, before significant applications in

this area can be realized. One of these problems is the high neutron

scattering encountered with water and steel, such that the thickness of

materials through which a successful radiograph can be obtained is a

limiting factor. The use of heavy water or some other liquid of

similar characteristics might overcome some of the present limitations.

Other problems include the resolution capabilities of the scintil-

lators, the gain of the image intensifier, the small image size, low

image contrast with background, and calibration of the film density for

determining the background and actual image components of the

radiographs.

Another potential application is the further investigation of a

Taylor burning cavity. This phenomenon consists of a reservoir of

burnable liquid into which hot gases are injected for ignition. The

process involves the ignition of the liquid in the center of the

chamber, creating a cavity which expands towards the walls as the

burning progresses. The liquid at the walls prevents the hot gases

from heating the chamber wall material past the vaporization temper-

ature of the liquid until the burning is completed as the last of the

liquid is converted to gas. This means that this type of liquid

propellant has the advantage of a built-in self cooling mechanism not

present in the other liquid propellant method described previously.
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This Taylor cavity effect was verified by the high speed motion neutron

radiography techniques but greater detail and results cannot be

presented at this time at the request of the Department of Defense.

The high speed motion neutron radiography techniques could be

extended to investigate the flow of plastics in an injection molding

process, such as is used by hand held calculator companies for various

parts of their products, provided that the steel components were thin

enough to permit adequate imaging statistics. Neutron radiography

techniques can be applied to many diverse situations, and are limited

as much by the imagination of the radiographer as by the physical

limitations.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT LIST FOR THE TIME DELAY AND FISSION PROBE SYNCHRONIZATION

METHODS

The time delay and the fission probe synchronization methods

utilize some of the same equipment, dial settings, and wiring

connections for the event and high speed system timing synchronization.

These devices will be listed first, followed by those unique to each

method.

COMMON TO BOTH METHODS

Redlake Hycam model K2OS 4E rotating prism 16 mm high speed
motion picture camera

f-stop: 1.2 (most open to let in greatest amount of light)
brake: 30

pps: 50.0
multiplier: X1OH
High-Low Switch: H (these four settings are for 5000 fps)
camera signal actuator: 300 on top scale (pulse near end

of film)
black colored internal lens (red is for focusing)
film loaded
trigger set
power switch on
remote switch on
timing light on (if used; controlled by Time Dot Generator)

Redlake Timing Light Generator model 13-0001

frequency: 1000 signals per second
power cord plugged into regular 110 volt power outlet
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ITT Image Intensifier (No. F4751)

no settings; the intensifier is used by connecting the power
wires to the appropriate terminals of a 6 volt car battery;
these wires should be connected in darkness or very low
intensity light only to prevent damage to the phosphors

Honeywell STROBONAR Auto 770 flashgun (flash #1)

manual
hole covered
flash pointed towards the camera lens
power switch on
power cord plugged into a regular 110 volt outlet
actuator wire connected from DPDT microrelay box

Braun 2000 VarioComputer 370 BVC (flash #2)

power switch on (battery power): 1

computer

speed: 1/32
Din: 20

flash pointed towards the camera lens
actuator wire connected: from event signal box flash

connection or firing circuit, depending upon its purpose

Tennelec Tennebin II Nuclear Instrumentation Bin (NIMBIN)
electronics power supply

appropriate electronics boxes in appropriate slots
power cord plugged into a regular 110 volt outlet
power switch on

Event signal box (built by E. Coomes)

trigger: coaxial cable connection from count output of
Second ND 536 box

SCR gate: not used
left cable: negative battery terminal
right cable: positive battery terminal
flash: flash #2 wire connection
firing circuit: event signal wires connected here; light

bulb gives visual indication that a signal was sent
dead man switch: manually held over towards the right
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TIME DELAY SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD ONLY

DPDT (double pole, double throw) microrelay box (built by R.
H. Cossi)

box plugged into NIMBIN
power switch on
top pair of holes (red): input signal plug from camera
middle pair of holes (black): output signal to flash #1
bottom pair of holes (black): output signal to control room

for pulse initiation

back of box:

positive lead goes to external start in back of Second ND 536
negative lead goes to ground hole in back of Second ND 536

First Nuclear Data ND 536 Clock/Time Base module, clock mode

box plugged into NIMBIN
tens: variable, depending on time delay desired
units: variable, depending on time delay desired
multiplier: variable, depending on time delay desired
reset/start switch: reset, then start
mode switch: clock
count input: not used
count output: coaxial cable connection to trigger of

event signal box

back of box:

from Second ND 536 count output: positive lead goes into
external start hole and negative lead goes into
additional ground hole added by R. H. Bassi
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Second Nuclear Data ND 536 Clock/Time Base module, clock mode

box plugged into NIMBIN
tens: variable, depending on time delay desired
units: variable, depending on time delay desired
multiplier: variable, depending on time delay desired
reset/start switch: reset, then start
mode switch: clock
count input: not used
count output: coaxial cable connection, positive lead goes

to external start in back of First ND 536; negative
lead goes into additional ground added by R. H. Bossi

back of box:

positive lead from back of relay box goes into external start
negative lead from back of relay box goes into ground hole
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FISSION PROBE SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD ONLY

DPDT ( double pole, double throw) microrelay box (built by R. H. Bossi)

box plugged into NIMBIN
power switch on
top pair of holes (red): input signal from camera
middle pair of holes (black): output signal to flash #1
bottom pair of holes (black): output signal to control room

for pulse initiation
no connections to or from the back of the box

First Nuclear Data ND 536 Clock/Time Base module, clock mode

box plugged into NIMBIN
tens: variable, depending on time delay desired
units: variable, depending on time delay desired
multiplier: variable, depending on time delay desired
reset/start switch: reset, then start
mode switch: clock
count input: not used
count output: coaxial cable connection to trigger of

event signal box

back of box:

from Ortec Timer interval output: positive lead goes into
external start hole and negative lead goes into
additional ground hole added by R. H. Bossi

Second Nuclear Data ND 536 Clock/Time Base module, time base mode

box plugged into NIMBIN
tens: 0

units: 1

multiplier: 10-4

reset/start switch: start
mode switch: time base
count input: coaxial cable connection to external time base

of Ortec Timer
count output: not used
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Reuter-Stokes Fission Probe model RS-C6-0201 (SR # N-2658)

lowered into core inside central thimble
output wire connected to a 67 volt battery
output from battery goes to input of Ortec SCA
resistor connected

Ortec Model 406 A Single Channel Analyzer (SCA)

upper window: 10.0
lower window: variable, but usually 0.4
mode: normal
input: coaxial cable from fission probe electronics
output: not used

back of box:

LLD out: coaxial cable to start on front of Ortec Timer
LLD Reference mode: internal

Ortec Timer model 719 (serial # 2219)

preset: 1

multiplier: 10K
time base: external
external input: coaxial cable connection from Second ND 536

count input
interval output: positive lead to external start of First

ND 536 and negative lead to additional ground added by
R. H. Bossi
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APPENDIX 6

WIRING SCHEMATICS FOR THE TIME DELAY AND THE FISSION PROBE EVENT

SYNCHRONIZATION METHODS

Schematics of the two event synchronization methods are included

here. Figure 8.1 shows the wiring of the event signal box which is the

same for both methods. Figure B.2 shows the wiring of the rest of the

electronics boxes discussed in Appendix A for the time delay

synchronization method. Figure 8.3 sh1D4s the wiring of the rest of the

electronics boxes for the fission probe synchronization method.
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APPENDIX C

STATIC NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY PROCEDURES

The Day Before:

Confirm Reactor Time Scheduled
Confirm Adequate Film Supply
Confirm Irradiation Request Form Completed and Signed

The Day Of:

Keys Obtained
Objects Ready

During Scheduled Time:

Objects Handled Properly
Radiation Monitoring Done
Objects Radiographed

After The Irradiations:

Objects Stored Properly, If Required
All Shutters Closed and Locked
Keys Returned
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APPENDIX D

PULSED/HIGH SPEED MOTION NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY PROCEDURES WITH THE TIME

DELAY SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD

The Day Before:

Confirm Reactor Time Scheduled
Confirm Adequate Warm Film Supply
Confirm Irradiation Request Form Completed and Signed
Charge a Set (or Two) of Four Ni-Cd Batteries

The Day Of:

Keys Obtained
Replace Old Batteries of the Braun Flash Gun(s)
Turn on Electronics and Check Operability of the Flash Guns
Have Operations Exercise th Transient Rod and Do a Test Pulse

With the Shutters Closed (Optional)

With the Reactor Down:

Camera Switch In Control Room Off
Timing Light On
Scintillator In Place
Camera:

plugged in
f-stop set
camera signal actuator set
frame rate set
focused
loaded
trigger set
switch on
remote switch on

Object In Place:
shorting plug connected
firing wire inside BP#3
gun loaded
firing pin set
firing mechanism connected
firing wire connected

Flashes On
Lead Brick Removed From Beam Path
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Liquid Shutter Open
Overhead Light Off
Intensifier On
Black Plastic Cover Down
Firing Wire Outside
People Out
Door Closed

With The Reactor On:

Shorting Plug Removed
Firing Wire Connected
Electronics Connected:

camera signal
pulse signal
trigger signal
firing signal
flash signals

External Shutter Open
Timing Boxes Set To Stop
Power On
Relay Box On
Time Delay Adjusted
Air Pressure Checked (before new compressor)

Countdown On Pulse:

Timing Boxes On and Reset
Vacuum Cleaner On
Dead Man Switch On

After Pulse:

External Shutter Closed and Locked
Electronics Power Off
Vacuum Cleaner Off
Firing Wire Disconnected
Shorting Plug Connected

Upon Entry:

Radiation Detector In Hand
Intensifier Off
Overhead Light On
Braun Flash(es) Off
Camera Switch Off
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At End Of Day:

Vacuum Filter Changed
Water Shutter Filled and Valves Closed
Door Closed and Locked
Trash Can In D-100 Emptied
Gun Cleaning Materials Put Away
Safe Locked
Keys Returned
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APPENDIX E

PULSED/HIGH SPEED MOTION NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY PROCEDURES WITH THE

FISSION PROBE SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD

The Day Before:

Confirm Reactor Time Scheduled
Confirm Adequate Warm Film Supply
Confirm Irradiation Request Form Completed and Signed
Charge a Set (or Two) of Four Ni-Cd Batteries

The Day Of:

Keys Obtained
Replace Old Batteries of the Braun Flash Gun(s)
Turn on Electronics and Check Operability of the Flash Guns
Have Operations Exercise th Transient Rod and Do a Test Pulse

With the Shutters Closed (Optional)

With the Reactor Down:

Fission Probe In Central Thimble
Fission Probe Apparatus Connected
Camera Switch In Control Room Off
Timing Light On
Scintillator In Place
Camera:

plugged in
f-stop set
camera signal actuator set
frame rate set
focused
loaded

trigger set
switch on
remote switch on

Object In Place:
shorting plug connected
firing wire inside BP#3
gun loaded
firing pin set
firing mechanism connected
firing wire connected
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Flashes On
Lead Brick Removed From Beam Path
Liquid Shutter Open
Overhead Light Off
Intensifier On
Black Plastic Cover Down
Firing Wire Outside
People Out
Door Closed

With The Reactor On:

Shorting Plug Removed
Firing Wire Connected
Electronics Connected:

camera signal
pulse signal
trigger signal
firing signal
flash signals
fission probe signal

discriminator window set
External Shutter Open
Timing Boxes Set To Stop
Power On
Relay Box On
Time Delay Adjusted
Air Pressure Checked (before new compressor)

Countdown On Pulse:

Timing Box On and Reset
Vacuum Cleaner On
Dead Man Switch On

After Pulse:

External Shutter Closed and Locked
Electronics Power Off
Vacuum Cleaner Off
Firing Wire Disconnected
Shorting Plug Connected
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Upon Entry:

Radiation Detector In Hand
Intensifier Off
Overhead Light On
Braun Flash(es) Off
Camera Switch Off

At End Of Day:

Fission Probe Apparatus Replaced
Vacuum Filter Changed
Lead Brick Placed In Beam Path
Electronics Off

All Equipment Turned Off and/or Put Away
Water Shutter Filled and Valves Closed
Door Closed and Locked
Trash Can In 0-100 Emptied
Gun Cleaning Materials Put Away
Safe Locked
Keys Returned
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APPENDIX F

NOMENCLATURE AND ABBREVIATIONS

barn = 10
-24

cm
2

gP = beam port
C = degrees centigrade

C = heat capacity = 1/K
d = deuteron = deuterium nucleus =

2
H

D = diameter
DPDT = double pole, double throw
FLIP = Fuel Lifetime Improvement Program
fps = frames per second
h = Plank's constant

2
H = deuteron = deuterium nucleus = d

3
H = triton = tritium nucleus = T

3
He = helium nucleus

4
He = alpha particle = helium nucleus =

IQI = Image Quality Indicator
k = neutron multiplication factor = number of neutrons in

one generation divided by the number of neutrons in the
previous generation

K = reciprocal heat capacity = 1/C
keV = kiloelectronvolts
t = neutron lifetime
L = length
L/D = length to diameter ratio
MeV = million electronvolt
MW = megawatt
n = neutron
nm = nanometer
NRC = Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OSTR = Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor
OSU = Oregon State University
psi = pounds per square inch
RAR = rapid arts recording
SCA = single channel analyzer
SCR = silicon controlled rectifier

a = alpha particle =
4
He

a = prompt negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
a = delayed neutron fraction

= angle of cone-shaped object
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v = Einsteinian oscillator frequency

P = reactivity = (k-1)/k

P = step reactivity insertion amount
0° = neutron flux
w = initial slope of the neutron level increase during a pulse
$ = unit of reactivity, relative to the delayed neutron fraction


